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PREFACE

This study was conducted by Bell Aerospace Textron, Wheatfield, N. Y.
for U. S. Army MERADCOM (DRDME), Ft. Belvoir, Va., under Contract #DAAK70-
82-C-0196, to evaluate concepts for increasing the payload of the LACV-30 air
cushion vehicle, during the period from September 1982 to April 1983.

Technical direction for the U. S. Army was provided by Dr. James Perkins
of MElRDCON (DRIME-MR). Principal contributors to the program included
John Hughes, Jerome Emerson, Louis O'Brocta and James Bell from Bell Aero-
space Textron. Contributions were also made by Fred Merrihew, Joe Lajudice,
Michael Quinn, George MacNamara, Roger Nelson and many others.

tell Aerospace Textron is indebted to many Army and contractor person-
nel who provided support and cooperation throughout the study. The contents
of this report are solely the responsibility of Bell Aerospace Textron.
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1 1. SUIIARY

This report summarizes the results of a six-month study directed at
Investigating a number of potential improvements to the U. S. Army's LACV-30.
The objective of this program has been to examine and evaluate various ways
of increasing the LACV-30's payload, without incurring a large increase in
cost, or penalizing its performance, either over land or over water, in vary-
Ing sea stat conditions.

'- In the process of developing and producing the LACV-30, Bell has conducted
numerous investigations (Refs. 1-5 ) exploring the potential for improving
the performance of the craft. These have included programs which have inves-
tigated the influence of many lift system parameters on performance. Princi-
pal studies included modifications in the design of the lift fan, fan inlet
and discharge areas, changes in the seal system to improve air distribution
routes to reduce leakage of air through the skirt system and drag while
operating over water, and the addition of external machinery, including
auxiliary deck fans for supplying additional air to- the bag and cushion
areas.

The work performed on the above pror a identified several potential

improvements which could be beneficial to the LACV-30, giving it greater
load-carrying capacity. These include:

(WTA reduction in the -exit area of the stern seal cones.

(d 0#eversal of the direction of rotation of the LACV-30's port side
lift fan, with a corresponding adjustment of the volutes to direct
the flow of the air from the fan to the stern and side bags9

(c) ()Replacement of the LACV-30 lift fans, with new fans designed to
operate at pressures and flow rates better matched with the seal
system requirements

These items served as the st ting point for the LACV-30 Increased Pay-

load Study. First, methods of imp nting them on the LACV-30 without
incurring extensive redesigns, or costly development programs were examined.
Second, additional modifications necessary to complete the installations, and
to provide additional thrust or reduced drag to compensate for the additional
payload to be carried, were identified and evaluated. Principal areas of
study included:

(a) A raising of the longitudinal keel to eliminate excess drag caused
by dragging in the water.

(b) A redesign of the stern seal to eliminate increased drag from
'Stater-scooping" caused by the increase in stiffness in the stern
cones brought about by their reduction of exit area.

(c) An increase in the diameter of the LACV-30 propellers, for addi-
tional forward thrust.



(d) Changes In propeller and fan rotational speeds, so that power saved
in the lift system can be redirected to the propellers.

(e) Lengthening the LACV-30 hull structure to reduce cushion pressure,
and corresponding wave drag.

(f) A redesigned propulsion module incorporating higher power gas
turbine engines with matching lift fans and propellers.

Wheu the above work was completed, various combinations of the differ-
eat modifications were put together (Table 1) to form a series of design
options for the LACV-30. Each of the concepts were then analyzed to deter-
m craft performance in term of gross weight (payload), speed and sea
state.

Once these values were obtained, it was then possible to determine each
concept's productivity in the LOTS mission. A computer program was derived,
depicting each of the steps within the lighterage. cycle. Typical container
weight distributions were obtained and a loading strategy at the container-
ship devised. Data from the 1977 J-LOTS exercises 3 at Ft. Story, Va., were
used to define the individual cycle segment times involved in a standard
LOTS lighterage operation. From the above, each concept's throughput was
calculated, in units of containers delivered, ship to shore, per hour of
operation. For comparison, the throughput of the unmodified LACV-30 was
also obtained. The improvement In productivity for each concept was then
determined by dividing Its productivity by that of the unmodified LACV-30,

Sand listing the result as a percent increase in LACV-30 productivity.

Incremental costs associated with implementing each of the modifications
to the LACV-30 were also determined. These included not only non-recurring
development and prototyping costs, but also recurring costs involved in
retrofitting 26 LACV-30 craft now either operating, or those scheduled for
delivery by early 1986. A sumary of these costs are presented in Table 2.
Life cycle costs were also estimated along with productivity when placed
in a typical series of U. S. Army resupply missions. Those combinations
which showed superior characteristics in terms of cost over the payload
ranges of interest were identified and recomended for further detailed
study and possible incorporation into the LACV-30 in future years.

Table 3 eumsrizes the LACV-30 and the three best of the eight options
studied:

Option (2), which involves a new wrap-around skirt and raised keel,
offers an almost ismediate improvement in LACV-30 payload carrying capability
of 4-5 tons. Its development and installation on the LACV-30 can be accom-
plished for a modest cost, and in about a year's time. Its design concept
has been tested and put into practice on the JEFF-B air cushion vehicle.
Its productivity to cost improvement ratio in the U. S. Army's resupply
mission of 12 to 1 justifies initiating a development program without
further delay.

Option (7), new high-performance lift fan, and 9 ft diameter propeller,
offers a 10-ton improvement in the LACV-30's payload without significantly

2



TABLE 1

LACV-30 OPTIONS

OPTION DESCRIPTION

(1) Unmodified LACV-30

(2) LACV-30 with New, Wrap-Around Stern Seal and Raised
Longitudinal Seal

(3) Option (2) Plus 5-1/2 Ft. Stretch of the Hull

(4) Option (2) Plus Counter-Rotating Lift Fans

(5) Option (4) Plus 5-1/2 Ft. Stretch of the Hull

(6) Option (2) with High Performance, Counter-Rotating Lift Fans

(7) Option (6) with 9-1/2 Ft. Propellers

(8) Option (7) Plus 5-1/2 Ft. Stretch of the Hull

(9) Redesigned Propulsion Modules with Upgraded Gas Turbine
Engines, New Lift Fans and 11-1/4 Ft. Propellers
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affecting the craft's overvater/overland performance. LACV-30 payload will
increase 33Z and Its productivity in the resupply mission, 22Z. Cost of a
development program is estimated at about $3.5M, which will extend over a
2-year period.

The performance gains in the lift and propulsion systems of Option 7 are
quite significant; nonetheless, it is believed that an additional 20Z per-
formance and/or efficiency increment can be obtained with further development
effort in this area, specifically fan and plenum design optimization. It is
recammended that additional study effort be directed towards optimizing the
performance and efficiency of the high performance fan and the plenum/volute
configuration.

The LACV-45 option offers a 20-ton improvement in payload, and substan-
tial gains in performance and productivity. The costs of development of a
LACV-45 are high, since new power modules will be required, together with new
engines, transmissions, and lift fans. The productivity of a craft of this
design increases substantially, offsetting the development and retrofitting
costs by a factor of 2 to 1.

The LACV-45, if developed, would be a craft far more capable than the
LACV-30, not only in speed and payload capacity, but also in its ability to
handle a wide variety of payloads, including beach equipment, light and
medium weight fighting vehicles and oversized cargo of various types.

The concept of a LACV-45 requires further study, before its performance,
coats and development schedules can be fully defined.

Section 1. presents a detailed description and review of the study.
Section 2. contains conclusions and recommendations. Appendices A-D present
specific study area details including analyses, data, and intermediate results.
Section 4 lists the references.
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2. INTRODUCTION

The LACV-30 provides the U. S. Army with the capability of conduct-
ing logistics-over-the-shore (LOTS) operations in support of the resupply
mission, and for selected cases of rapid-deployment force (RDF) responses in
which military cargo and equipment are to be put ashore where conventional
ports are not available, or otherwise saturated. As designed, the LACV-30
is capable of carrying payloads of 25-30 tons, in sea states up to three.
Although able to carry vehicles, troops, lightweight fighting equipment and
palletized cargo, the LACV-30 is designed and equipped to carry principally
20 ft. standard MILVAN containers. It interfaces with either a ship's crane,
when available, crane-on-deck (COD) or temporary container discharge facility
(TCDF) when being loaded at the containership, and a beachcrane such as shown
in Figure 1, when being unloaded ashore. The LACV-30, now being introduced
into U. S. Army inventory, is presently in production with a total order of
24 craft. The U. S. Army is planning two Army companies of 12 craft each,
operating at Ft. Story, Virginia. Final deliveries are scheduled for early
1986.

Although the LACV-30 represents a major step forward in providing
the U. S. Army with a capability for performing LOTS missions, recent
advances in the design technology of skirt systems, lift fans and components
for air cushion vehicles indicate a potential for increasing the LACV-30's
payload, without substantially increasing acquisition or operating costs.
This study effort specifically addresses the following tasks:

(a) Establish the physical and operating characteristics and
performance of components or subsystems which singly or in
combination offer iacreased payload for the LACV-30.

(b) Synthesize a series of increased payload concepts which range
from small changes offering modest payload gains to large
changes providing significant payload increases.

(c) Evaluate craft performance of the task 2 concepts in terms of
gross weight, speed, sea state, and productivity. Limiting
aspects for control, structural, bouyancy, and balance will
be identified.

(d) Life cycle costs and cost effectiveness will be estimated
including developmental, initial modification, and operating
costs.

Potential improvements which were studied on the LACV-30 in the
static test rig (Figure 2) included modifying the design of the stern and
side bag cones to reduce air loss to ambient, changing therotation direction
of the LACV-30's port lift fan and adjusting the volutes to conform, re-
designing the LACV-30 lift fins to obtain greater fan efficiencies, adding
auxiliary deck mounted fans to supply an external source of power and air,
and exploring various ways of rerouting the air flow within the cushion to
increase lift system efficiency. Table 4 summarizes the results obtained
from the static tests. Details of the test results are presented in

7
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TABLE 4
SUMKARY OF MODEL STATIC TESTS

Lift System 3
Mfodification Heave St.

A'Wros -;
1) Close stern and side 3/4-1 inch 4-5 tons

bag cones

2) Connect bow feed from keel none none

3) Counter rotary lift fans 1/4-1 Inch 1-4 tons 7
4) Offset volutes with counter- 1-2 Inches 5-7 tons

rotating fans

5) Stemn-bag to cushion feed none none
bolas

6) Forward keel to cushion non* none
feed holes

7) Of fset volute with IACV-30 negative negative i
synchronous fans

6) Seven foot. high performance 2-1/2-3 inches 15-20 tons
lift fan (Hughes)

9) Auxiliary deck mounted fans 3/4-1 inch 4-5 tons

10



Appendix A to this report. As seen, modifications (1), (4) and (8) appeared
to offer the greatest potential for increasing the LACV-30 payload.

These three modifications, combined with the aspect of re-engining
the IACV-30 formed the basis of the LACV-30 IP study. Results of these four
modifications, their impact on LACV-30 design, cost and operational effective-
ess are summarized in the sections below.

In addition to the above four modifications, it was found necessary
not only to increase the efficiency of the LACV-30's lift system, but also to
increase thrust, or reduce drag, as necessary to regain overland/overwater
performance lost by the additional weight being added. Therefore, the follow-
ing additional modifications to the LACV-30 were examined.

(a) Larger diameter propellers, directed at increasing propeller
performance, and the overall ability to absorb additional power
freed-up by a more efficient lift system.

(b) A raised longitudinal keel to eliminate unnecessary drag caused
by greater LACV-30 displacements.

(c) Increased hull length, designed to lower cushion pressure and
increase the LACV-30's length to beam ratio.

.. Definition of the-LACV-30 IP Options

The above three propulsion modifications, together with the other
four lift system modifications provides a total of seven alternatives which
could be used in various combinations to improve the LACV-30.

Table 1 presents a listing of a total of 9 options investigated for
this study. Of the nine, options (2), (4), (7) and (9) were found to be
candidates for further consideration and study. Details of all options are
given in the Appendices. Summaries are presented in the paragraphs below.

The computer program used for the prediction of LACV-30 lift system
performance and overvater speed is the latest of several previous program
versions, each of which being an expansion/refinement to suit analysis
requirements. Details of the program "ACVPRF" are given in Appendix C.
Major subroutines include the LACV-30's lift system, engines, propeller
thrust, and drag. Controllable input parameters include sea state condi-
tions (wind, wave heights) propeller size, vehicle dimensions, vehicle gross
weight, engine and fan speeds and ambient conditions (temperature, pressure).

Option 1 - Throughout the report, the unmodified LACV-30 has been assigned
as Option 1. Where they apply, values of LACV-30 performance, cost and cost-
effectiveness are included in the study, and used as comparison with corres-
ponding values obtained for all subsequent options. The LACV-30 was
originally designed for operating at a maximum design gross weight of
115,000 pounds. It will achieve a performance typical of that indicated
in Figure 3. Appendix C sumtmarizes the LACV-30 performance in a variety
of sea-state and gross weights. Presently the LACV-30 is certified to

11
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operate at a maximum gross weight of 125,000 pounds. Weights in excess of
125,000 pounds are beyond the design limits of the LACV-30 and are neither
reliable nor safe to operate at without some type of upgrading of the LACV-30
structure. Changes and/or improvements to the structure were found to be
minimal, up to a gross weight of 153,000 lbs. This is described in Appendix
B.

Option 2 - Wrap-around stern seal and raised keel. Previous static testing
(Appendix A) on the 1/7.5 scale LACV-30 model had indicated a marked improve-
ment in the lift system was obtained when the open cones of the stern seal
were closed off. Results are shown in Figure 4, which indicates that an
additional 8-10,000 pounds can be added to the gross weight of the vehicle.
In addition, input horsepower to the lift fans for carrying the vehicle can
be reduced by 10 to 60 Hp, depending upon gross weight.

The improvements in the lift system can be attributed to a savings
of power made possible by blocking the flow of air through the cones which
exit to ambient. Pressures within the plenum and peripheral bag increase,
and this, combined with the lower flow in the system will reduce lift fan
efficiency. However, this effect is more than made up by roughly a 30%
savings of horsepower being used to supply air to the stern cones in the
first place.

The next step in the process of improving the LACV-30 is to
implement the designated change in the stern seal. A closed cone con-
figuration was considered, but rejected because of the combined effects
of short life and a tendency to "scoop" water and cause high drag because
of high stiffness. On the LACV-30, as well as its predecesser vehicles,
the stern cone is configured to be marginally stable, so that it normally

holds sufficient pressure to retain shape. When the craft is moving for-
ward, craft motions and waves force the finger to buckle, to relieve load
and preclude scooping.

A similar design had been originally used on the JEFF-B stern seal.
Because of leakage problems, studies and tank tests were conducted, and these
lead to a new-type stern finger-cone design shown in Figure 5. The underside
edge of the cone has a flap across its bottom which, in normal forward motion
holds the cone closed. Contact with a wave will force air out, causing the
cone to flex to the contour of the wave. Water scooping is eliminated.
Figure 6 shows how the LACV-30 would look with a wrap-around stern seal,
attached to the LACV-30 side bags at the rear corners of the craft.

In addition to the newly designed stern seal, evidence from previous
studies (Ref. 5 ), show that the longitudinal keel of the LACV-30 has a
tendency to drag in the water, as it is now configured. The effect becomes
more pronounced as the gross weight of the LACV-30 is increased, and the
craft displaces greater amounts of water. For this application, therefore,
a shortening of the keel (heightwise) by six inches is recommended. Tow tank
tests are recommended to determine what ultimate desirable height will be
necessary, however, this modification is considered as necessary if the
LACV-30 is to operate efficiently at the elevated gross weights.

13
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Figure 7 gives the projection for the performance of the LACV-30
Option 2 in two sea-state conditions. Comparison with the unmodified LACV-30
performan (Figure 3) shows a slight speed reduction. To overcome this,
Option 3 was studied.

Option 3 - Wrap-around stern seal/raised keel and a 5 ft. hull stretch

Option 3 is identical to Option 2, except that the effects of
stretching the LACV-30 hull to lower cushion pressures and reduce wave drag.
The effects of a 5 and 11 ft. hull stretch are shown in Figure 8. As seen,
each successive stretch is worth about 2 mph in the 20 mph speed range.

Option 4 - Counter-rotating LACV-30 lift fans

Discrepancies in port and starboard pressures in the LACV-30 stern
and side bags have been noted for some time. These have been attributed to
the lack of.syumetry in the plenum, due to beth fans operating in the same
direction. The differences between the right and left sides within the
plenum area for the 1/7.5 scale LACV-30 model is shown in Figure 9. Pres- -

sures differ by as much as 25% in the stern and side bags. Disemination of
the ofr around the periphery of the LACV-30 also appears to be affected.

Static tests of the LACV-30 model were performed to determine
whether the performance of the lift system would improve if the LACV-30
fans were made counter-rotating, and the volutes adjusted to obtain maximum
flow efficiency. As can be seen in Figure 10, the increase in lift made
possible by this change in configuration can add an additional 10-12,000
pounds to the LACV-30 gross weight. A comparison with the original LACV-30,
with open stern cones shows that the two effects are additive, thus produc-
ing a total increase in vehicle payload of 20,000 pounds.

In order to implement the counter-rotating fans, several changes to
the LACV-30 will be required. These include,

(a) A reversing of the rotational direction of the left side drive
shaft from the SPECO transmission to the fan.

(b) A re-arrangement of the volutes in the plenum.

(c) A replacement of the left lift fan with one designed to operate
in a reversed rotational direction.

Two different approaches were used to accomplish the reversing of
the fan drive shaft. The first approach was to add a differential type
gearbox to the bottom of the present gearbox, attaching it to the lower
bearing housing. The differential gearbox would consist of a sun gear
attached in place of the fan shaft output coupling. This would drive .J
three pinions in turn driving three other pinions, which drive the output
sun gear. Figure 11 shows the arrangement of the reversal drive gears.
Details are given in Appendix B.

.1o
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Figure 9. LACV-30 Model Plenum Area

86 FIGURE 10
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The second method of reversing the far output is to move the bevel
pinion gear in the transmission box (Figure 12), to the opposite end of the
propeller shaft. This requires reversing the spiral angle of the bevel gear
set to maintain an axial separating force on the pinion. The helix angle
and web in the helical gear set must be reversed to counteract the bevel
gear reduction. This makes the port helical and spiral bevel gear sets
different. When the spiral bevel pinion is moved, the tapered roller bear-
Ing must move with it, and the main housing must be changed accordingly.
The cover housing must also be strengthened to carry the tapered roller
bearing and its loads. The accessory drive gear and accessory pads must be
relocated to clear the bearing assembly.

Although moving the bevel pinion requires a longer lead time
(18 vs 9 months), in the long run it will be cheaper and lighter, since it
does not require additional parts, but only modifications of those already
in use.

Changes within the plenum to account for the opposite rotating fan
will be fairly simple, and will be able to be accomplished at the depot
level. The inside volute on the starboard side must be shifted forward.
Those on the left side will be removed, and the right side copies for use
in the left side (with a reversed image).

The BHC-made lift fan design will be retained, but made as a
reversed image of the one presently used.

Figure 13 presents the results of the LACV-30 performance for
Option 4. Comparison is made with the LACV-30 unmodified case (Option 1).
As seen, the drags of Option 4 are considerably higher throughout the
entire speed range. The corresponding lower speeds may have an impact
on productivity in the resupply mission, as discussed below.

Option 5 - Counter-rotating LACV-30 lift fans - 5 ft. hull stretch

Option 5 is the same as Option 4, but with a 5 ft. hull stretch
to attempt to compensate for the lower speeds of Option 4, caused by the
additional weight. Results were similar to the Option 3 stretch, in that
roughly 2 mph additional speed was added to the 20 mph speed range.

Option 6 - High performance counter-rotating lift fans

This option incorporates the high performance lift fan, discussed
in Section B.2.7.2 of Appendix B into the LACV-30. Later Options (7 and 8)
include slower fan speeds and a larger diameter propeller, but Option 6
retains the 945 rpm lift fan rotational speed, and the 1980 rpm propeller
speed.

Air cushion vehicle lift system performance combines the two
effects of the basic output of the fan impeller and the method of disemina-
tion of flow throughout the lift system. Low fan efficiencies, coupled with
high flow losses inherent in the flow distribution system lead to overall %
low lift system efficiency. This case addresses the increases obtained by

21
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Figure 13
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redesigning the LACV-30 lift fan, and coupling the benefits obtained by an
improved flow system studied earlier, i.e., Option 4 where it was shown that
improved flow is obtained by reversing the direction of the LACV-30 port

fan, and Option 2, which replaces the relatively inefficient stern seal with
an efficient one.

In review, the current BHC lift fan design was taken directly from
the SRN.5/SK-5 ACV's. It was used in the Voyageur (Ref. 6 ) and later,
the LACV-30. The "cost-effectiveness" of adapting an existing fan to
succeeding derivative ACV's outweighed the inefficiencies of operating
the fan farther and farther away from its optimum operating point. The
rationale for the high performance lift fan considered in this study is
simply to introduce a new design whose optimum operating point more closely
matches the requirements of the LACV-30 lift system.

The BHC fan operates at about 2/3 of the flow for maximum effi-
ciency for the LACV-30 in a lightweight condition, 75,000 lbs gross weight.
As weight increases, the fan operating condition moves farther away from
the maximum efficiency point. Also, at the nominal 945 rpm operating condi-
tion for the fan, there is only about a 3% stall pressure margin. In the
process of redesigning the fan to operate in the flow regime for maximum
efficiency, this stall margin can also be increased.

Using a centrifugal fan performance analysis computer program
developed at Bell in 1982 ("CFDAP"), a new fan design was accomplished.
The new fan was constrained to have the same outside diameter and rpm
values as the BHC fan. Scale models were built and tested. The calculated
and measured fan curves are shown in Figure A.13 of Appendix A.

If placed in the LACV-30, the newly designed fans are calculated
to have a lift performance as indicated in Figure 14. As shown, the LACV-30
could have, at least theoretically, a lifting capacity of about 150,000 lbs.
Performance of the LACV-30 operating at this weight is shown in Figure 15.
With the LACV-30 in the Option 6 configuration, the craft cannot develop
sufficient thrust to maintain reliable speeds in the 20-30 mph speed regime.
Unloading the LACV-30 to 135,000 lbs gross weight did not significantly
improve conditions. Therefore, the option of high performance fans, by
themselves, is not considered fully viable.

Option 7

Option 7 combines the high performance fan of Option 6, with addi-

tional features in an attempt to regain the loss in performance caused by
increased vehicle gross weight. These include a slower fan and propeller
speed coupled with a 9; ft. diameter propeller. This allows the propeller
to operate at the same tip speed as it now operates at, while simultaneously
slowing lift fan speed a corresponding amount (approx. 5%). This effect is
discussed in Section B.2.7.2 of Appendix B. Performance is shown below, and
is discussed in detail in Appendix C.

When the above modifications are implemented, and the fans are
slowed to 889 rpm, 260 Hp in the fans are saved. With the 9 ft. diameter
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FIGURE 15

LACV-30 IP PERFORMANCE

OPTION 6: MOD0IFIED STERN SEAL HIGH PERFORMANCE, COUNTER-ROTATING
LIFT FANS
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U propeller, this results in an overall increase in thrust of about 700 lbs -
a 10% increase. Results, performance-wise are shown in Figure 16. Compared
with the LACV-30, Option 7 appears to have regained most of the performance
loss due to the additional 20,000 lbs weight.

Once the design parameters and performance of a new lift fan for
the LACV-30 were determined and proven effective in the LACV-30, the next
step was implementation. A review of commercially available fans was made.
Detailed discussions with Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo ,NY, revealed that fan
performance could be easily obtained, but fan construction using commercial
techniques would lead to a fan which was 75 to 100% heavier than the BHC
fan, i.e., 550-700 lbs versus the present 360 lbs. It would be possible to
adapt to the existing LACV-30 pintle and bearings, but the extra weight
would require reinforcement of the power module structure. In addition,
an increase of as much as 1000 lbs to the aft end of the LACV-30 would
lead to c.g. balance problems, and in general, unacceptable operating
conditions. A brief cross-check of other companies, and the present pro-
gram for the development of the LCAC Amphibious Assault Craft, confirmed
the weight problem.

I As an alternative, the possibility of building the new lift fans
at Bell Aerospace Textron, using construction techniques similar to the
present BHC fans was examined. It was found possible to make a suitable
fan using extruded aluminum airfoil shaped blades. With the proper mix of
Bell Aerospace Textron in-house fabrication techniques, and vendor made
parts, a suitable fan could be obtained. The recurring and non-recurring
costs of a development program were estimated, and are discussed in
Appendix C.

Presently, the LACV-30 is equipped with Hamilton-Standard Model
7005-31 propeller blades mounted on43D50 hubs. The propellers, originally
designed as a 12 ft. diameter system, are cropped to 9 ft. and operated ata maximum of 1980 rpm, giving a maximum tip speed of 933 ft/sec. Noise out-put at this speed is considered the maximum allowable. Comparisons of the

7005 blade were made with blades of higher and lower activity factors, where
it was concluded that the present design represents the best trade-off
between forward and reverse thrust. Therefore, a new blade development is
not recommended. Rather, 9; ft. diameter propellers can be obtained simply
by cropping to this dimension, rather than 9 ft.

In order to allow for the larger propeller, a 3-incb deepening of
the structural section below the propellers will be required. The work will
involve a redesign of the structure, replacement of the existing structure
by means of splice plates as illustrated in Figure 17, and some reroutings
of the fuel line. All retrofit work can be accomplished at the depot level.

Finally, the system will require an overall 5% speed reduction.
This appears to be easily accomplished by revising the size and number of
teeth on the helical gearsets within the transmission. Only the gears are
affected. Changeouts can be made by direct interchange of the old and new
gears.
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FIGURE 16

LACV-30 IP PERFORMANCE

OPTION 7: MODIFIED STERN SEAL
HIGH PERFORMANCE, COUNTER-ROTATING LIFT FANS
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Option 8 -Option 7 plus 5 ft. hull stretch

Option 8 is the same as Option 7, except that an additional hull
stretch of 5h ft. has been added in an attempt to improve performance. As
in the previous cases, the hull stretch did increase LACV-30 speeds in the
20 to 25 mile/hr speed range. (See Figure 18). The merits of this addi-
tional feature are evaluated along with all the other options in the cost-
effectiveness section below.

4. Costs

Budgetary costs for modifying the LACV-30 were estimated for each of
the prospective modifications and include non-recurring costs for development,
tooling, and prototyping for testing, and recurring costs for accomplishing
a retrofit of the 26 LACV-30 craft which will be operating in the 1986+ time
frame. Prices are quoted in 1983 dollars and are considered to be within
t25Z. Life cycle costs were also estimated on the basis of increments to
the annual operating costs, added crew and support training costs, and basing.

Table 3 presents a summary of the prices for the 8 options (2-9)
projected for the LACV-30. The column at the far right estimates the differ-
ential costs of the future LACV-30 production run, assuming the listed
modifications are incorporated into the LACV-30 production line at the
factory. It should be noted that, except for the 5 ft. stretch of the
hull section, the incremental costs are insignificant compared to the
estimated acquisition cost of the unmodified LACV-30.

A review of additional costs which can be attributed to operating,
maintenance and support, etc., making tp total life cycle costs showed only
small changes to the costs of incorporating the options into the retrofit.

To determine LACV-30 productivity, a computer program was devised
( * PRODN ) depicting each of the steps within the lighterage cycle.
Container weight distributions were obtained from reference 9 and then
modified to reflect peacetime usage, resupply and a mixture of predominantly
heavy containers, such as ammunition and fuel. A loading strategy at the
container ship was developed and data from the 1977 J-LOTS exercises at
Fort Story, VA, were used to define the individual cycle segment times
involved in a standard lighterage (LOTS) operation. Details of the program
and input data are described in Appendix D.

Results of some typical cases for the 9 options are given in
Figure 19.

5. Discussion

An examination of the results of the study show clearly that the
single most cost-effective option is the new wrap-around stern seal with
raised keel. This will allow an immediate payload increase of 4 to 5 tons
without a major revision or modification to any of the LACV-30's hardware.
As shown in Appendix D and summarized above, the development costs of the new
skirt system are estimated to be about $650,000. This should be sufficient
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5 FIGURE 18

LACV-30 PERFORMANCE

OPTION 8: MODIFIED STERN SEAL
HIGH PERFORMANCE. COUNTER-ROTATING LIFT FANS
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>1 to develop the new design, fabricate a test article and proof-test it on a

Voyageur or prototype LACV-30 craft. Unit production costs are estimated at
$55*000 which apply as retrofit costs. If incorporated into the LACV-30
skirt design and manufactured for new LACV-30's, or as spares, the differen-
tial cost is about $20,000. Thus, for a nominal lighterage condition of
3.0 miles offshore, and operating in a typical lower SS-2 condition, pro-
ductivity of the LACV-30 will increase 11%. The additional cost of the
skirt is loe than 1%, giving a productivity/cost ratio of 12 to 1. None ofthe other options came close to this leverage, although others appear

desirable.

The new skirt/keel system will be easily installed on the LACV-30
'5I to existing attachment points. Once available, retrofits to the existing
*LACV-30's can be made as the existing skirts wear out. It is estimated that

development and prototype testing can be accomplished in about a year's time.
Therefore, a changeout to the new skirt system can be incorporated into the
production of the second company buy at about its mid-point.

The second most desirable option of the study is Option 7, which
incorporates a new high performance lift fan, together with 9 ft. propellers
for added thrust. In this case, the modified LACV-30 will be able to carry
10 additional tons of payload with virtually no degradation in performance.

ft - Productivity under these conditions will increase about 22% with a corres-
ponding increase in cost of 7h%. This results in a productivity/cost ratio
of 3 to 1 for the nominal resupply mission. It is interesting to note that
this option will maintain most of its advantage in productivity, both in
heavier sea-states and at the longer lighterage distances. Therefore, the
improvement should be relatively independent of the theater operational
conditions. As expected, the productivity/cost ratio falls off when the
container weights get less, i.e., typically 1.75 for peacetime cargo. Con-
versely, when heavier containers are to be taken ashore, such as ammunition
and fuel containers, Option 7 will have a 3.75 to 1 productivity to cost
ratio.

Several features within Option 7 appear to drive the costs up and
extend development time. These include the design, development and testing
of both the new fan and fan reversal drive. These two items comprise approx-
imately 75% of the total development costs of about $3.5M, and 67% of the
total retrofit costs of $517,000. Even so, when these costs are compared to
the LACV-30's acquisition and life cycle costs, they represent 7.7 and 6.0%
of the total, respectively. When compared to a 33% increase in payload, and
a 22% increase in productivity, Option 7 appears desirable. Development
time through prototype testing can be accomplished in an estimated 24 months;
therefore, if Option 7 is to be incorporated into the LACV-30, the earliest

,. retrofitting that can occur will be mid to late 1985.

The third option which appears practical is Option 9, which is
essentially the LACV-45. Much less time was spent examining this option,
since this represented a major change to the LACV-30 configuration, and
substantial costs to implement. Even so, productivity increased to the

.- ' extent that a productivity-to-cost ratio of around 2 was obtained. In
addition, productivity was limited, perhaps unfavorably, since the loading
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strategy used did not allow the occasional carrying of three containers,
which the craft is quite capable of doing. This option would require addi-
tional rigging to accept the third container and the development of loading
procedures which can account quickly and easily for recognizing container
weights In advance and for loading the craft while respecting its c.g.
operating limits.

The concept of the LACV-45 has merits, however, depending upon
future Army plans and requirements. The craft will be far more capable than
the LACV-30, not only in payload, but also in speed and sea state. The larger
capability will allow for a wider variety of payloads, including much of the
heavier beach equipment needed for beach set-up and operations, light and
medium weight fighting vehicles, and cargo of various types. The LACV-45
also will provide a positive step in growth to more capable Army lighters.
Falling short of LAMP-H requirements, the LACV-45 will consist of new propul-
sion modules with a lift and propulsive capability for expanded designs.
Combined with the modular concept of the LACV-30, a variety of LACV's of
various sizes and capabilities are possible without major new vehicle
development programs. These concepts require further study, however, before
new concepts and their performance, costs and development schedules can be
defined.
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II
6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following conclusions and recommendations resulting from the
study effort are offered:

(a) New Wrap-around Skirt and Raised Keel Design

This design option offers an almost immediate improvement in
LACV-30 payload carrying capability of 4-5 tons. Its development and
installation on the LACV-30 can be accomplished for a modest cost, and in
about a year's time. Its design concept has been tested and put into
practice on the JEFF-B air cushion vehicle. Its productivity to cost
improvement ratio in the U. S. Army's resupply mission of 12 to 1 justifies
initiating a development program without further delay.

S (b) New High-Performance Lift Fan, and 91 Ft. Diameter Propeller

This design option offers a 10-ton improvement in the LACV-30's
payload without significantly affecting the craft's overwater/overland per-
formance. LACV-30 payload will increase 33% and its productivity in the
resupply mission, 22%. Cost of a development program is estimated at about
$3.5M, which will extend over a 2-year period.

The performance gains in the lift and propulsion systems of
Option 7 are quite significant, but it should be noted that no refinement
or optimization was done on either the fan design or the air-handling in
the plenum.

The performance increment due to the redesigned fans used in
this study was judged insufficient to compensate for the volute inefficien-
cies involved in not using counter-rotating fans. It is believed that an
additional 20% performance and/or efficiency increment can be obtained with
further development effort in the area of fan and plenum design optimiza-
tion. It is recommended that additional study effort be directed towards
optimizing the performance and efficiency of the high performance fan and
the plenum/volute configuration.

The extra fan performance increments possible from optimiza-
tion brings out the possibility of not using counter-rotating fans. Some of
the extra fan performance would be lost to plenum inefficiencies, but the
payoff is that now only one fan and gearbox design are required as in the
current LACV-30, thus eliminating the large costs for reversed gearbox
development and the extra tooling for the reversed fan.

(c) New Engines/Transmission/Lift Fan/Structure (LACV-45)

The LACV-45 option offers a 20-ton improvement in payload, and
substantial gains in performance and productivity. The costs of development
of a LACV-45 are high, since new power modules will be required, together
with new engines, transmissions, and lift fans. The productivity of a craft
of this design increases substantially, offsetting the development and
retrofitting costs by a factor of 2 to 1.
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The LACV-45, if developed, would be a craft far more capable

than the LACV-30, not only in speed and payload capacity, but also in its
ability to handle a wide variety of payloads, including beach equipment,
light and medium weight fighting vehicles and oversized cargo of various 1
types.

The concept of a LACV-45 requires further study, before its j
performance, costs and development schedules can be fully defined.
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APPENDIX A

PREVIOUS STUDIES AND TESTS

A considerable amount of analytical and design studies preceded the
development and fielding of the LACV-30. References Al through A4 summar-
ize several Bell and Army-sponsored studies which apply to the present
effort. Since 1980, additional IR&D studies have been accomplished, which
are summarized in References A5 and A6. This Appendix reviews material and
results from these earlier studies which have been used as inputs to the
LACV-30IP study described in this report.

A.1 Bell Aerospace Textron's Internal Research & Development Studies

The major contributing source for the LACV-30IP studies was
derived from References A5 and A6, which summarize 1981-83 results of a con-
tinuing IR&D study at Bell Aerospace Textron, directed at the design of high
technology ACV's. The long-range objective of this project is to develop
the technology necessary to increase the payload of the LACV-30 type
vehicle, and thereby increase its productivity in the LOTS role, and expand
its cargo versatility in the RDJTF role. This must be done without compro-
mising the craft's deployability as deck cargo in the cargo/container ships
deploying to the theater of operation. Also, the craft must retain satis-
factory performance characteristics, such as speed, maneuverability, gra-
dient capability and sea worthiness.

The overall performance of the vehicle is related to weight and
lift system characteristics, drag and propulsion system characteristics, .3
and general seaworthiness. In increasing payload therefore, we seek to
improve lift system efficiency and to increase weight in general, without
impairing general performance. For the continuing IR&D studies, therefore,
we set as goals to:

(a) Increase current 25-30 ton payload to a minimum of 35 tons,

and strive for 45 tons.

(b) Reduce overwater drag by 10-20%.

(c) Reduce structural weight by 5-10% or at least maintain the
current unladen weight with improvements above.

In the period 1980-82, lift and power requirements analyses for
increased weight LACV's were conducted, vehicle test models were upgraded
to LACV-30 status, fan and lift system analysis capabilities were improved,
and preliminary lift system modifications were installed and tested at model
scale.

In the 1983 period, the prime objective was to complete analyses
and model tests aimed at isolating the most effective changes in the overall
lift system and structural practices that promise to achieve the overall
project targets.
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ISpecific items included in our 1983 work were:
(a) Improved lift fan analyses and model testing
(b) Improved seal system model testing (1/7.5 model)
(c) Structural joint strength tests (holdover from 1982)

From the performance point of view, other aspects which were pursued
were:

(d) Keel drag
(e) Propeller diameter
(f) Length to beam ratio

While the payload could be increased by the simple application of more
power, this is a very expensive approach. The development of interacting

i subsystems, the efficiencies of which ultimately determine net payload and
performance, is the cost-effective alternative.

The overall approach leaned heavily on scale model testing and full
scale verification with progressive improvement of analytical methods and
applications gradually replacing dependence on expensive testing. Correla-
tion of model tests and analysis with full-scale tests also lead to increas-
ing confidence in extrapolation of previous experience to more advanced
systems.

Our long-term project approach may therefore be summarized as:

(a) Development, verification and application of computational
methods, particularly for fans and air distributions;

(b) Continue refinement and use of test models of seal systems, air
distribution systems and fans;

(c) Continued testing of complete vehicle models in hover and forward
("table", tow and powered) modes;

S.(d) Full-scale test verifications;

(e) Continued system trade studies to ensure that effort is concen-
trated where the reward is greatest.

Computer programs were developed in 1982 for fan performance and air3 management. These addressed in particular:

(a) Fan installation and volute efficiencies;
(b) Fan design characteristics;
(c) Air management losses within the plenum.

For 1983, the approach :o intended tasks has been largely unchanged.

(a) The computer programs developed in 1982 were evaluated and
applied to fan design installation and volute efficiencies.
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(b) Model tests continued to dominate seal system approaches,
in particular, reduction of stern cone leakage and keel drag.

(c) Structural design developments carried over from 1982 will
be largely analytical in scope with component test
verification.

A.1.1 1/7.5 Scale IACV-30 Model

Figure A-1 shows the 1/7.5 scale model of the LACV-30 mounted
in the cushion flow rig in the Bell ACV Laboratory. This model was orig-
inally fabricated and used as a test article for Voyageur. When Voyageur
was stretched and upgraded to make the LACV-30, the model was modified to
conform as well. It has served as a scale model for the hardening studies
reported in Reference 6 , and the IR&D studies of References 1-5.

The model contains pressure taps located as shown in Figure A-2
to measure static air pressure in all major components of the air distribu-
tion system. As tests proceeded, measurements were made of the model's
deck height above ground, the air temperature (dry, wet bulb), air baro-
metric pressure and finger-bag geometry. Watt meters, connected to the
starboard lift fan motor, were used to measure input power. Calibration
tests on the motors were conducted, so that output power to the model lift
fans could be determined as a function of input power.

A.2 Model Test Procedure

Early in the program, it was determined that because of the large
number of potential changes in the lift system to be evaluated, it was
necessary to derive a method to gauge the efficiency of the LACV-30 lift
system quickly and reliably, without having to resort to lengthy and elabor-
ate pressure ratio/measurements. Past experience had shown that the heave-
height of the vehicle was directly proportional to bag pressure and vehicle
gross weight. In its design condition, of 115,000 lbs. gross weight, the
bag to cushion pressure ratio was approximately 1.46, with the bag and
finger configuration looking much like that shown in the sketch shown in
(a) of Figure A.3. As the weight of the craft was increased (due to
increasing payload), the bag-to-cushion pressure becomes less, as shown
in the (b) portion of Figure A.3. As a result, the bag was found to deform
as shown, letting the craft down somewhat, with a resulting change in heave
height. By increasing bag pressure, (due to a better fan, more efficient
plenum or air distribution system, or whatever) the P Bag/PCushion ratio

could be raised, and the Ah loss in heave height would be regained.
Figure A-4 illustrates the strong, almost linear correlation of heave-
height and bag-to-cushion pressure ratio. Thus, a unique relationship
was established. Gross weight of the LACV-30 determines cushion pressure,
the fan/plenum air distribution system determines bag pressure, and the

ratio PBag/PCushion, determines heave height. Any change (improvement) in

the lift system which increases bag pressure, automatically increases heave
height. A corresponding increase in payload which returns the craft to its
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original heave height (bag/cushion pressure) can be interpreted as that
extra payload which can be supported by the LACV-30, because of the said
improvements in the lift system. Correlation of model heave height with
LACV-30 full-scale results is shown in Figure A-5.

Table A.1 presents a list of the modifications examined in the
lift system, which were originally believed to have potential in increasing
payload. As these options were examined, records were made of the power
inputs, so that a running assessment of lift power versus payload increase
was obtained. Some so-called improvements in the lift system were found to
take additional power, thus offsetting an advantage brought about by in-
creased bag pressure. Details of the results of the testing are given in
the following sections.

A.3 Test Results

A.3.1 Stern Cone-Finger Exit Area

Previous static testing on the model had indicated a marked
improvement in the LACV-30 list system was obtained, when the open cones of
the stern seal were closed off. Calculations showed that roughly 30% of
the power used to drive the lift fans was being wasted by allowing the air
distributed from the plenum to the stern bag to the cones and out the cones
to ambient (see Figure A.6). Tests and operations of closed cone designs
on other air cushion craft, namely, the JEFF-B showed that considerable
savings in lift power could be achieved over the open cone designs of the
SRN-5/6's, Voyageur and LACV-30 craft.

In response to the above, deck height and horsepower measure-
ments were made, of the LACV-30 model. Results are shown in Figure A-7.
As can be seen, for a constant deck height of 81 inches, weight (payload)
increase of 10,000 lbs. can be achieved, and a power savings of approxi-
mately 2%. Measured bag pressure for the unmodified and closed stern cones
followed heave height for a gross weight of 135,000 lbs. in approximately
the same ratio.

A.3.2 Cross Ducting

Two types of cross-ducting were considered; (a) keel to bow
feed and (b) stern bags. These two cases are discussed below:

A.3.2.1 Keel to Bow Feed

Keel-bow bag interconnection was expected to reduce plenum
outflow losses and to reduce overall losses incurred in pressurizing the
bow bag. Although test results of various modifications showed signific-
antly lower keel pressure (20 to 25%) no other significant system effects
were observed (see Figure A-8). However, the softer keel bag might be
beneficial because of reduced drag; this is discussed :.n Section C.2 of
Appendix C.
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Figure A.6 Air Flow Route through the LACV-30 Stern Seal
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MODEL TEST DATA -LACV-30 OPTION 2

86

84 LACV-30 CONES CLOSED

~82

LACV-30 UNMODIFIED

~78

a7 6

741

760 80 100 120 140 160
GROSS WEIGHT - 10 LBS

~120.1

1300

10

g8o.

~70- Cones Closed 900oo

600

60 B0 100 12 10 160
Gross Weight - 103 lbs.

Figure A.7 Lift System Improvement with Stern Cones Closed
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Fk=ueA. 8 Model Test DataW
Bow Feed Open -tams Closed - Stem Cones Open

78- 0 Sw Feed C0osd
176- o Bow Foed Open

7%80 10 2 140 180
* Gross Weight 103 lb

No significant improvements were realized by connecting

*trn beg to cushion with feed holes.

A.3.242 Stem Bas

because of the lack of symmnetry in the plenum due to the
lift two. boft operating In the same direction, with corresponding
I ttilored to account for the exit flow direction of the fan air

4ss Tier.A.9) a large pressure difference results in both the stern
bee mE' side bags opposite the fans. Pressures differ as much as 25%,

.. ai ft ue Inbalances in bag-cushion pressure ratios and subsequent
& i t lo"ii In lift efficiency. Dissemination of the air around the peri-

e~mr7etthe UACV-30 say also be affected.
.....~.-.Tests were originally scheduled connecting the rear bags
tati and connecting the combination to the side bags. Analytical

0011 4icated that this would result in a better balance of bag
~ around the periphery of the .ACV-30, however, the efficiency

~ . _Ut s arboerd fan in the plenum would not be significantly increased.
~ I A1f~r.,this option was not pursued during the current test phase.

-74.3.3 Air-Feed Routes

4.3-3.1 Stern-Bag Cushion

Pressures recorded with the stern cones sealed closed showed
* the'stems bags, to be as high a pressure as the plenum. This is to be

Ampeeted, since the air flow-routes through the cones had been blocked.
Yreliev the back pressure, and perhaps increase the flows, and there-

ff ore, e'fficIenes in oft distribution, three 0.8" holes were opened in
4 V the fonuard side of each stern bag. Subsequent testing Ahowed a 5%
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reduction in the stern bag pressures, but no change in either heave height

or side bag pressures.

A.3.3.2 Keel Bag to Cushion -
I

The addition of six 0.8 inch holes in the forward longitudinal
keel bag was made, in an attempt to study the reduction in keel pressure
and lift system efficiency. Longitudinal keel pressures were reduced 1 psf
(=10-12%) but no change was detectable in bag pressures or heave height.
The dumping of the keel air into the cushion did not affect lift system
efficiency.

A.3.4 Counter-Rotating Fans

The discrepancies in pressures in the stern and side bags noted
in 3.2.2.2. above suggested that a reversing of the direction of the star-
board model lift fan would not only balance the starboard and port pres-
sures, but also the overall efficiency of the total lift system would be
increased. Several combinations of fan and volute configurations were
tested.

A.3.4.1 Reversed Drive

Although the discrepancies in lift fan performance had been
noted in studies and model and full-scale test measurements earlier (Refer-
ence A.1), an actual test with counter-rotating fans had never been
attempted. Therefore, the LACV-30 model was modified. The plenum area
of the starboard fan was configured as a mirror-image of the port side.
The counter-clockwise lift fan was replaced with an identical, but reversed-
handed fan, designed to operate clockwise. The configuration of the fan/
plenum area is shown below. j

iI

".'- Figure ,A./ lo
n Volutes for Counter Rotating Fan Test

in the 1/7.5 Scale Model

To Rw Nw 0

'[J1
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Static flow test3 were conducted for a LACV-30 full-scale gross
weights from 80,000 to 155,000 lbs. Results are shown in Figure A.11 below.

86 Stern/Bag cones closed
Bow feed open

84 RPM = 2590

.=82 Counter-Rotating Fans

80 Synchronous Fans ***%

78 .

.76

2-
m 74 "-

72 60 80 100 120 14U bU :

Gross Weight - 103 lbs.

Figure A.11

FAN ROTATION EFFECT ON LIFT SYSTEM

A.3.4.2 Volute Offsets

After examining the results of several test series, it was con-
cluded that che performance of the counter-rotating fans was not as good as
twice the performance of the original port fan. Adjustments in the volutes
were attempted on a "cut-and-try" basis. The best of the changes resulted
in moving the two inside volutes forward an inch (7.5 inches full scale) such -

that they were off-set a total of two inches (15" full scale) from the stern
volutes, rather than the one inch as shown in Figure A.10. e"

Results with the two-inch offsets were considerably improved, as
illustrated in Figure A.12. As can be seen, the increase in lift made
possible by this configuration can add an additional 10,000 lbs. to the
LACV-30 gross weight. A comparison with the original LACV-30, with open
stern cones shows that the two effects are additive, thus producing a total
increase in vehicle payload of 20,000 lbs.

A check of fan input powers were made. Results are shown in
Figure A.13. As shown, the counter-rotating fan configuration requires addi-
tional power, thus taking back the savings that were obtained by closing the
cones originally. Performance runs of the LACV-30 in the above counter-
rotating fan configuration are given in Appendix C.
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"rA-y~ Ni 77 7070-

86-

84.
Cones closed

82 Counter-Rotating Fans

~80

*78.

76Cones closed
~ 74 Synchronous Fans

'~72 f4~~20,000#1 increase

60 80 160 M ~ 14016
Gross Weight- l01 lbs.

Figure A.12 Lift System Performance with Counter-Rotating Fans

Uj

4120

:110
9100 -1300 TOTAL

Cones Closed Counter-Rotating FULL
Co 90 fans 120SCALE

-'1100 
H

*80J
Synchronous Fans 1000

70 Cones Closed90

601

60 80 100 120 140 160
Gross Weight 103 lbs.

Figure A.13 LACV-30 Performance with Counter Rotating Fans
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A.3.5 High Performance Lift Fan Design

In 1982 a computer program for predicting centrifugal fan per-
formance was written, based on standard theoretical centrifugal fan
formulae with provision for variable and various loss coefficients. The
adjustment of these coefficients was validated by applications to four
existing fans of known performance. The effect of given design changes on
pressure flow and efficiency may now be rapidly evaluated. A new 7-foot
diameter fan was designed using the program and a scale model was built and
tested. Initial test correlation without an outlet diffuser was poor,
actual performance being considerably below the predicted value. With the
incorporation of a parallel plate diffuser, the new design showed the pre-
dicted 20% higher output pressure for the same input power (Figure A.14) as
compared to the current fan.

Tests were not conducted on the model with the high performance
lift fans. Calculated values were obtained from the computer model of theILACV-30 lift system. Results are shown in Figure A.15. As seen, the
LACV-30 with counter-rotating lift fans, designed specifically for the
LACV-30 lift system will provide sufficient lift for the craft to operate
at a gross weight of 150,000 lbs. A considerable saving of input horse-
power will also be experienced.I

. Redesign Cac. Efficiency

w 0.4-/

Reesgni 1C,,uato

0.2-

Existing Fan \
0.1 Model Tees

Calculated %0 1 \k I

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Flow Coeft3 Figure A.14 Performance Curves for LACV-30 Lift Fans (0-0 Diagmam)
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Figure A.15 Lift Performance of High Performance Fans

86
Cones Closed

8.4 High Perf. Fans
(calculated)

82

~78

Counter Rotating Fans
~76-

741 increase

72I
0 6 8 16 00 140 '160

Gross Weight 10 l0lbs.

12.

00

Model Data .1200
90, FULL

_ HP

1000

7Calculated 900

60 80 100 120 140 160

Gross Weight -10
3 lbs.
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The pressure-flow and efficiency curves for the 8-inch model
fan were obtained from the fan flow-box rig and are presented in Figure A.18 7

in nondimensional form.

To determine the extra gross weight (and payload) that the
auxiliary fan would allow, the auxiliary fan was run at several RPM's with
the model at several gross weights. Other than the bow fan and forward duct,
the model was in the standard LACV-30 configuration. The main lift fans
were running at their standard 2588 RPM (95% at 1/7.5 model scale). Figure
A.19 shows the heave height measured for this matrix of fan speed-weight
conditions.. The dotted line across the lower portion of the carpet curve
represents the auxiliary fan RPM necessary just to maintain pressures and
system lift equal to the umodified LACV-30.

As expected, increasing fan speeds provide increased gross weight
capability. Eventually, the added pressure and flow from the bow fan forces
the main lift fans to operate at smaller flows such that they become stalled
and they become the limiting factor in the lift system.

te Figure A.20 shows the amount of improvement which can be expected,
if the auxiliary fans were added to the LACV-30 with counter-rotating BHC
lans and a "cones-closed" condition.

At this point, the rather meager payload gains possible with the
auxiliary fans combined with the anticipated installation complexity
resulted in the auxiliary fans being dropped from further consideration.

e.6 7%, Figure A.18

,/ 8" Model Fan in Volute
S2970 RPM

*%

2 . .4

Flow" ° .~e.- '."

-. 1 II '" 7 A



86,

8' Bow FanS 35K Cones Open

/ / Standard Fans

72

60 80 100 120 140 16o
Gross Weight - 103 lbs.

Figure A.19 Effect of Auxiliary Bow Fans

86
84 Bow fan with cones

closed 2" offset volutes
counter-rotating lift fans

*82

, Cones Closed
Synchronous Fans

6C-78
-. Cones Closed

76 Counter Rotating Fans
76 1

Cones Closed Counter-Rotating
74 Fans with 2" Volute Offset

7260.
260 80 00 M T0 1I0 biu

Gross Weight - l3 Ibs.

Figure A.20 Lift Performance with Aux. Deck Fans
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A.A 'Lift System Flow Tests

These tests were done to provide data for determining lift system
efficiency, defined as cushion pressure times useful cushion flow divided
by lift system power input. The unique aspect of these tests is the
measurement of cushion air flow. The test setup is shown in Figure A.21.
The model LACV-30 is tethered to hover on a plywood platform. A thin-
plastic sheet is taped all around between the model deck and the upper lip
of the outer box such that all air escaping from the cushion is caught in
the boa. An exhaust fan and flow measuring orifice meter are connected to
the box and the exhaust flow is adjusted to keep the thin plastic sheet in
a "eutral", zero pressure differential condition. Thus the cushion flow is
measured by the exhaust orifice meter. Other measurements during these

*tests included cushion pressures and lift fan drive motor wattage. For the
standard LACV-30 configuration, the flow out of the stern cones was sub-
tracted from the measured flow since the stern cone flow does not contri-
buts to cushion lift. (The percentage of stern cone flow was obtained from
the lift system computer program results.) The resulting lift system effi-
clencies are plotted In Figure A.22. A significant improvement in effi-
ciency is shown.

Cones Closed and

~.2

_J..... (cushion pressure •useful flow)Counter-R =Power Input

•-10O0 120 140 160

- Gross Weight -Kilopounds

-,-Figure A.22 .Lift System Efficiency
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APPENDIX B

LACV-30 MODIFICATIONS

B.1 General
• '.-

The previous studies of the LACV-30 modifications which could
lead to increased payload show the following:

(a) Closed stern and side bag cones can add 4 to 5 tons payload.
In examining other options, it was shown that such a
modification is additive, i.e., closing the cones always
seems to add 4 to 5 tons to the payload, regardless of
other modifications which also can add (or subtract) from
the payload. A saving of 3.4% in input power to the
LACV-30 fans is also experienced.

(b) With minor adjustments of the volutes, counter-rotating lift
fans can add 5 tons to the LACV-30 payload, at a correspond-
ing increase in input power to the fans equivalent to 4%.

(c) Counter-rotating, high performance lift fans have the poten-
tial of adding 30,000 pounds payload to the LACV-30, in
addition to that obtained from the closed cone modifications.
-A 10% savings in input power can also be realized.

Other modifications investigated seemed to have little or no
positive effects compared to the three options discussed above. This
. etion, therefore, address the problems of how to incorporate either
c7n. (a) or case (a) end (b) or case (a) and (c) above into the LACV-30,
and also, what can be done to either increase thrust, or decrease drag such
iat the performance of the LACV-30 is not compromised in the Army Resupply

pission.

B. 2 LAM Improved Payload Modifications

A.2.1 Vrap-Around Stern Seal

..Although the static tests show that a significant improvement can
be achieved by limiting the flow of air through the stern and side bag cones,

-there Still exists the problem of implementing the change. Figure B-1 is
:- stern view of the LACV-30 showing the typical buckling and leakage of the
Vertical open stern fingers. On the LACV-30, as well as the Voyageur and
meC predecessor craft which used essentially the same stern cone design,

.the finger cone is configured to be marginally stable, so that it normally
* holds sufficient pressure to retain its shape. When the craft is operating,
craft notions and waves will allow the water to impact the aft finger face,
Gam.ing the finger to buckle to relieve the load and precluding "scooping"

* ,, that would increase vehicle drag considerably, if not tearing off the finger
,.: C.oletely. Similar problems had been encountered on the JEFF(B) stern seal
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which had a similar design. In that case, however, the stern fingers were
somewhat stiffer and they had good inflation stability and cushion sealing.
The stiffness produced severe wear and high drag. A subsequent advanced
skirt development program, using tow tank and full-scale tests of varying
stern seal designs, resulted in a "swept back open cone" finger design
concept. As applied to the LACV-30, this design in profile, would look
like the cross-sectional B-B and C-C as shown in Figure B.2. The underside
edge of the cones have a flap across the bottom of the opening which, in
norml forward motion of the craft, would hold the cone closed, and the
pressure within the cone at a high level. Contact with a wave will force
air out, thus causing the cone to flex to the contour of the wave. The flap

Salso serves to eliminate water scooping, thus reducing the drag of the
-*: entire flap-cone system. Model tests have been conducted for the JEFF(B)

and LCAC skirts. Full-scale tests of the JEFF(B) stern seal indicate a
300-bour finger life, with good finger action and low drag.

Figures B.3 and B.4 show how the LACV-30 would look with a
wrpV -round stern seal, attached to the LACV-30 side bags near the rear of

B.2.2 Propellers

B.2.2.1 Propeller Blade Selection

Presently, the LACV-30 is equipped with Hamilton-Standard
Mo :7005-31 propeller blades mounted on 43D50 Hubs. The propellers,

*iginally deligned as a 12 ft. diameter system, are cropped to 9 ft., and
.pa -ated at a maxium RPM of 1980, thus giving a maximum tip speed of

9331 /ec. Operational experience with the system show satisfactory per-
fommanse for the LACV-30 at 115,000 pounds gross weight. At the 933 ft/sec
tipspeed, noise output is considered to be the maximum allowable.

A review of the variation of prbpeller thrust with activity
S fattor AF, lift coefficient, CL and number of blades, N was made, for both

forward and reverse thrust conditions. Results are shown in Figures
3 - and B.6 for a variety of calculated values and for three available

(a) 7105-31 (151 AF, .597 CL)

(b) 7005-31 (156 AF, .465 CL)

(c) 7173-1 (165 AF, .725 CL )

.Te 7105 blade represents a design which enhances reverse thrust with a
spooding-sacrifice to forward thrust. The 7173 blade, with an

i.stivtty factor of 165 represents a practical limit for maximum forward
thtfmt, with minimum reverse thrust. Comparing requirements for forward
sad rverse thrust, the 7005 blade represents about the best trade-off
'be.iten the two extremes. -Therefore, it appears that a new blade develop-
Mnst for the LACV-30 is not warranted for the options being considered in
this study*
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(9=foot Diameter V-0)

1250 HP 850 HP 850 HP
1980 RPM 95% 1980 RPM 1770 RPM 85%

54

4

0 - .0

Cn- op .-,

2

100 140 180 100 140 180 100 140 180

Blade Activity Factor

5'

.................

2

10140 180 100 140 180 100 140 180

Blade Activity Factor

- Ideal G 7005-31 Blade (151 AF, .597 C L)
RequiredL
C-.3 0I 7153-31 " (156 AF, .465 C L)

C 5 i
L & 7173-1 " (165 AF, .725 C L)

CL 7

FIGURE B.5 PROPELLER COMPARISON FOR FORWARD THRUST
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SB.2.2.2 Increase Propeller Size

An increase in propeller size offers both increased forward
and reverse thrust, for a given horsepower input. Unfortunately, a simple
increase in propeller size is not possible, because of the near sonic tip
speed of the present propeller, Figures B.7 and B.8 present uninstalled
thrust as a function of both RPM and propeller diameter, for two HP inputs,
850 which corresponds to cruise power, and 1250, which corresponds to maxi-
mum power. The dashed lines on the carpet curves, represent maximum tip

. speeda of 933 ft. and 884 ft/sec, respectively, versus RPM and diameter.
Preserving 933 ft/sec as the maximum tolerable tip speed, a 9.5 ft. diameter
propeller would have to be reduced from 1980 to 1876 RPM. Thus, thrust with
850 hp input could be increased from 3300 lbs. to 3400 lbs., 100 lbs. per
side, or 200 lbs. total increase. For maximum power, thrust could be
increased from 4000 lbs. to 4200 lbs. per side, or 400 lbs. total. Another
* benefit is the increase in propeller efficiency as a function of propeller5 diameter. Table B.1 gives AT/P, the increase in thrust per unit increase

HP Diameter RPM AT/APH

1250 9 ft. 1980 .843
9.5 ft. 1876 1.60

10.0 ft. 1782 1.56

850 9 ft. 1980 2.04
9.5 ft. 1876 2.54

10.0 ft. .1782 3.12

Table B.1 - Thrust to Horsepower Ratios
for the LACV-30 7005 Propeller.

in horsepower. As shown an increase from 9 to 9.5 ft. diameter propeller
will almost double the ratio at maximum power, and will increase by 40%
if at cruise power. Therefore, if horsepower to the propellers is increased,
as indicated from the static tests, a 9.5 ft. propeller will increase forward
thrust at a rate substantially faster than the 9.0 ft. diameter one.

B.2.2.4 Implementation of a Larger Diameter Propeller (Aft Structural
Apron)

The proposed modification to the LACV-30 of 9-1/2 ft. pro-
pellers in place of the present 9 ft. ones, requires a 3 inch deepening of
the cutout in the structural section below the propellers. The work will
involve:

(a) A redesign of the structure

(b) Replacement of existing structure to the LACV-30 by
means of splice plates, as illustrated in Figure B.9
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. .._. ....... ..

(c) Rerouting of the fuel line

The *loping sections of deck plating have been moved forward
4 "mtv sd to each side to maintain the same tip clearance as is allowed

i the 9 ft. propeller nov.

Budgetary costs have been estimated based on removal of.the
eistla structmre and replacement with a nev assembly. An alternate

ma"bie4 would pe to remove and replace only the minimum number of panels
d.id fitti~as, but depends on sufficient cutting and welding accessibility.

Am

This area is subjected to high acoustic loading from the
--propeller blade tips. The clearance modification for the increased pro-

r peler diameter provide the opportunity to also upgrade the fatigue resist-
Sice of this area of interim operating experience so indicates.

3.2.3 Reduced Keel Depth

Previous LACV-30 model tank testing, together with observations
from full-scale LACV-30 operation indicates that, at the heavier gross
.leights, the longitudinal keel seems to drag in the water, slowing the
-AC -30 at speeds in excess of hump.

Reducing seal drag can improve the overall performance of the
craft since it frees up propulsive power which can then be used to attain
higher speeds at the same weight and/or carry more payload at the same
speed. The entire LACV-30 peripheral seal, except for the stern portion,
i. of. the bag and open finger design. Tests have shown that this type of
desig results in a "soft" seal with low drag; therefore, not much improve-

ment is expected in this area. The longitudinal keel, on the other hand,
is of the closed bag design with a knife edge type keel. Bell tests on
this type of seal on other ACV programs have shown that it has a relatively
high drag and that drag is a function of bag pressure. This was partly
verified in the model test studies of the 1975 and 1976 IR&D programs,

References 2 and 5, where raising the longitudinal keel one foot (full-
scale) was found to reduce drag in calm water by about 14% (Figure B.10).
A similar trend was found when the depth of the peripheral seal was
increased by one foot to five feet while keeping the keel depth the same.
Model tests were also conducted to determine the influence of the increased

; .el gap on roll stiffness. It was found that there is a significant reduc-
tion and that it could limit the amount that the keel could be raised and/or
the peripheral seal deepened.

Figure B.11 shows the profound influeuce keel immersion has on
drag; especially at post hump speeds. Comparison of drag estimates made
for two otherwise identical vehicles at a gross weight of 135,000 lbs. shows
that raising the keel by approximately 12 in. can eliminate nearly half the
drag at 45 mph and substantially reduce the drag at hump speed. While rais-
ing the keel by itself does not make a 135,000 lb. vehicle feasible
(negative thrust margin at hump and lower speeds), it is a change that is
mandatory for any increase in payload. Further testing and analysis need
to be done in this area to determine if this potential in drag reduction
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Figure B-11 Effect of Keel Drag on LACV-30 Overvater Performance
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be ralied. Investigation also needs to be made to determine if lower-
e o l be$ pressure vill reduce drag without adversely affecting roll"01W1

; . . Keel clearance can be increased by:

(a) Raising the keel bags

(b) Lowering the peripheral seal

Of the two dptioni. the first appears to be the more promising, since the
,Wl.wlar ke~qls can be designed to attach to the existing hull attachment

Vrluts. Keel replacement can be made in the field at any regularly sched-
ued maintenance Interval.

3B.2.4 Structure - Hull Stretch and Reinforcements for Increased Gross

Weight

S..24 Stmmary

The structural studies addressed the problem of determining
'the capacity of the LACV-30 at gross weights substantially increased from
the present design weight of 115,000 lbs. Table B.2 identifies the crit-
Ical hull components when gross weight of 153,000 pounds is approached.
Recommended ethods of reinforcement which minimize the extent of rework
in the critical areas are given. Overall, the structural upgrading of the
,.. V-30 to a 153,000 lb. gross weight is relatively minor. Those areas
i clh are affected are readily accessible.

Presently, 153,000 lbs. appears to have adequate margins of
safety to operate. Limitations are based on the strength of the bottom
plating in tension. If the LACV-30 is lengthened 5.5 ft., then the

__j" m muallowable gross weight is 140,000 lbs. As indicated in Table B.2
t* achieve these gross weights requires additional bolts at the vehicle's
t ' serse splices.

The landing pads support structure is adequate, but new land-
lag pads will be required for gross weights in excess of 121,000 lbs.

An examination of the effects of stretching the LACV-30, as
,shown in Figure B.12, was made, where it was concluded that maximum allow-

* able gross weight will be a function of the length of stretch. For example,
if the craft is stretched 5.5 ft. in length maximum allowable gross weight
is reduced to the 135,000-140,000 lb. range. Figure B.13 summarizes the

. trade-off between hull stretch and gross weight.

B.2.4.2 LACV-30 Structural Analysis

The LACV-30 is a stretched version of the Voyageur and with
structural modifications to provide strength for an operational gross
might of 115,000 lbs.
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The structural analysis of the Voyageur LACV-30 was reviewed
to determine the critical hull components. The components are the basic
hollowcore deck in compression, the box transverse splices at stations 480
to 486, and 618 to 624, truss tubes in the BL 150 longitudinal beam, the
landing pads and support structure, and the skirt hinges. Critical bending
moments and torsions were obtained from Voyageur analysis as a linear func-

tion of gross weight.

The basic hollowcore provides sufficient strength in overall
bending of the hull provided the cargo pressures from the load spreading
pallets remain the same. The strength is based on the mechanical proper-
ties of Table B.3 and the section properties for the hull structure hollow-
core extrusions summarized in Table B.4. Bending moment diagrams for
various configurations are shown in Figure B.14. The bending moment curve *7

for the Army LACV-30 at a G.W. - 124,409 lbs. was used to determine the
permissible G.W. The top plating at the peak bending moment over a bulk-
head was analyzed and found to limit the gross weight to 185,602 lbs. The
bottom plating at the peak bending moment over a bulkhead was found to

limit gross weight to 153,120 lbs.

Station 480 to 486 splices - Existing AN-5 bolts bearing in
the splice extrusion limits the Gross Weight growth to 145,000 lbs. A
20 percent increase in the total number of bolts concentrated where the
load peaks will be required to provide a positive margin of safety. The

splice joint is shown in the sketch below.

Up

Fwd

B~utt ZAN-5

Weld 3.0" spacing
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TABLE EA4 HULL STRUCTURE HOLLOWCORE EXTRUSIONS-
SECTION PROPERTIES

1.5 in. Deep .888 in. Deep .675 in. Deep
Extrusion Type DOW XM-18 Bell 150003 Revere F13430S

Material 6061-176 6105-T6 6105-T6

Usage Fwd. Flotation All bottom plating, Top surface of
Boxes-Decking aft center flotation the aft side decks

LACV-30 box-decking, and all transverse
Sur Fecetop surface of the bulkheads andSurf siedek.ncei.bem

power module top
________________decking.

Z! Extruded Width 24.75" 9.4 11.0

Bs1.500 .888 .675

b 1.415 .818 .620
ts.085 .070 .055
tw.108 .065 .055

t .256 .176 .146

I: Area, A i 2 .256 .16.146

OF"0 Moment of Inertia, .0994 .0250 .0117
- Ty in4

8 c; Section Modulus .1326 .0563 .0347
Z ini

J.ZRadius of Gyration, .623 .377 .283
I- pin

Weight lbs/ft2  4.58 2.48 2.03

NOTE: Panel weights include the effects of heavier sections which exist
at the edges of the basic extrusion.
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Station 618 to 624 splices - Existing AN-5 bolts bearing in
the splice extrusion allows the Gross Weight to grow to 154,000 lbs. The
finger doubler welded to the future 6063-T6 extrusion is marginal and a
static test of the splice is recommended.

The LACV-30 stretch section is 138 inches; therefore, this is
the same splice analyzed in the Voyageur stress analysis
with details on Figure 9.2 of that report at a G.W. - 91,000 lbs. The
critical condition is Unsymmetrical Sagging. (1.0 g Bow Impact/0.5 g Stern
Impact.) This analysis determines that the bearing load of the AN-5 (.312
inch diamter) produces the lowest allowable load. The welds on the finger
doublers are higher in strength. The lug thickness is 0.25 inches; there-
fore, the bolt bearing allowable equals 80,000 (.25) (.312) - 6240 lbs.

Top and bottom splices are the same.

- Bolt spacing - 3.0 inches

Top splice resultant loading = 1553 lb/in is greater than
the bottom splice as shown on page 9.07 of Bell Report
7380-941001 (Reference ).

- Total bolt load 1553 x 3 - 4660 lbs. ultimate

- Margin of safety - 6240/4660 - 1 = +.34. The bending
moment at this margin of safety is 8,800,000 in-lbs.

- Consequently, the bending moment capability is 1.34 x
8,800,000 - 11,792,000 in-lbs.

- Applied bending moment at Station 618 to 620 is 9,500,000
in-lbs. Reference Figure B.14.

-G.W. capability, therefore, increases toll .792/9.5 x
124,409 a 154,409 lbs. for the 6105-T6 aluminum alloy.

For future craft, 6063-T6 aluminum extrusion material is being
pimaned for the .675 inch deep hollowcore extrusion on the power module
deks, bulkheads, etc. This material has substantially lower mechanical
properties than 6061-T6 or 6105-T6 material.

The finger doubler shear strength running load capability is
3300 ib/ " shown on Page 9.08 of Report 7380-941001.
This reslts in & beMing moment capability of 3300/1553 times 8,800,000
il-lb.. or 18,700,000 in-lbs. for the 6105-T6 material.

-Therefore, the G.W. capability - 18.7/11.792 (124,409)
= 197.290 lbs.

-For 6063-T6, G.W. capability = 11/14.4 (197,290)
. 150,708 lbs.

"- nce the weld shear strength of the 6063-T6 extrusion has not
been well established on a good data base, a static test of
this splice is recommended to verify the strength prediction.

- "
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Two truss tubes which are in question are on the BL 150 longi-

tudinal beam between stations 653 and 682 on the LACV-30. The section is
shown below. Eight CR 2563-8 (1/4 inch dia.) cherry lok fasteners are used3 at the end connections.

(Full Size) 1.5 x 1.5 x .125
A - .688 in2

I = .218 in4
P - .563 in

L - 30 in
End Fixity assumed C=2.0
L - 37.7

Column allowable stress
= 31000 psi

Column allowable load
- 21328 lbs

The compressive limit load for the 91,000 lbs. Voyageur is 13,222 lbs.1(19,833 lbs ultimate) for Unsymmetrical Sagging as shown in Reference
Varying the load in this tube linearly with the G.W., the LACV-30 load in
this tube at a G.W. of 150,000 equals 32,692 lbs. A larger size tube is
required with a cross sectional area of .934 in2 , assuming the tube is
stable as a column and the compressive yield stress is 35,000 psi.

The details of the end connections are shown as follows:

Sta 653 Top of Deck

-63 shim t = .063" 
( size)

N 39

-.,chne,.l-. , ,.. :.Dw$. 2-150261-1
' ' , ' '1/8"' thick
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The -39 channel is machined from a larger extrusion and provides
capability for two additional fasteners along the tube. The horizontal
component of the load shearing into the deck equals 32,692 cos 370 = 26,109
lbs.

- Weld shear strength = 2 .707(.125) thick bead (14,400)

(4.5" length) = 11,453 lbs.

- Eight 1/4" dia. bolts bearing in .125" extrusion equals
8(80,000)(.125).25 = 20,000 lbs.

Based on inadequate strength of the tube, weld shear strength into the deck
and the bearing strength of the fasteners, a replacement is required to
obtain the G.W. - 150,000 lbs. capability for the craft.

B.2.4.3 Landing Pads

Analysis of the landing pads and landing pad support structure
is presented in a BAT IR&D stress analysis report (Reference 8). Each
landing pad consists of a polyester-based urethane cushion 10 inches high,
set in a steel frame which is secured to a reinforced section of the hull.
The critical condition is taken for a two-point landing. Landing pad re-
actions are based on a craft sink speed of 3 ft/sec., with cushion lift equal
to 1g. These reactions are ultimate and the landing pad energy absorbing
characteristics shall be such as to limit the applied pad load to 2/3g. The
pad is also designed to withstand a horizontal load, longitudinally or
laterally, equal to one-half of the vertical load magnitude. The longi-
tudinal or lateral loads are to be applied separately or in combination
with the vertical load.

The LACV-30 craft is comparable to the British Hovercraft BH7;
therefore, the landing pad design criteria as reported in Reference
report was reviewed. The variation of landing pad weights and ultimate
design loads of the SR.N2 through SR.N6 and the BH7 were compared with
Bell's JEFF(B) and Voyageur. Operational experiences of the British Hover-
craft have shown that an ultimate vertical landing pad design load of .75 W
is satisfactory.

A 50 percent margin of safety exists in the landing pad
support structure for the ultimate Voyageur design load of 1.0 W or
91,000 lbs. Coupling this with a .75 W design load, the GW capability
becomes (1.50 x 91,000/.75 or 182,000 lbs. The landing pad itself, however
petmits a GW capability of 91,000/0.75 - 121,330 lbs; consequently, a 24 per-
cent increase in area is required to bring it up to the 150,000 lbs.
capability.

,.j

B.2.4.4 Skirt Hinges

The skirt hinges attach the longitudinal, corner and side
*"ls to the hull. The hinges are designed for two ultimate load condi-
tions, ie., 3 x (operating pressure) x 1.5 and 1.5 x (seal full of sea
water). For the hinges (limit x 1.5) equals ultimate while for the fabric
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(limit x 3.0) equals ultimate. These factors are based on the criteria
originally developed by the United Kingdom.

The membrane tension loading applied to the skirt on the side
seal versus GW of the craft was taken from Reference 5. In this report
the critical seal hinge elements were determined and are summarized in
Table B-5 for the 3P load condition. The 401 and 1030 lb/foot allowAbles
in the corner and side of the craft exceed the applied loading.

The corner hinge is critical where the hinge fitting welds to
the craft and the side hinge is critical in bending of the hinge itself at
the 115,000 pounds LACV-30 Gross Weight. For a Gross Weight increase to
150,000 pounds, modification and reinforcement of these hinges will be
required.

B.2.5 Transmission Modifications

B.2.5.1 General Remarks

Modifications will be required of the transmission in two
respects:

(a) A reduction in gearbox output shaft speed to account
for longer propellers (5 to 10Z) and,

(b) Reverse direction of the fan drive shaft, to account
for counter-rotating lift fans.

The LACV-30 transmission, shown schematically in Figure B-15
Is built by SPECO, Division of Kelsey-Hayes Company. Modification to it,
to accomplish the above two objectives are discussed below.

V''i B.2.5.2 Speed Reduction

To accomplish typically a 10Z overall speed reduction of (a)
above, the helical gearset's number of teeth are revised from 25 and 79 to
23 and 81. This results in the need for a new helical gearset but no other
changes to the gearbox since they are directly interchangeable with the old
et, By revising the number of teeth as stated, as overall increase in gear
reduction of 10.27%. This gives a propeller output speed of 1796 rpm and a
fan output speed of 855 rpm for a 6325 rpm input.

B.2.5.3 Fan Drive Reversal

Two different approaches were used to accomplish the revers-
ing of the fan drive of item 2 above. The first method and the one with
shorter lead time is to add a differential type gearbox to the bottom of the

Present aearbox b-, attaching to the bearing housing. The only changc to the
* - gearbox would be to add a pilot diameter to the bearing housing which only

requlres an additional machining operation. The differential gearbox would
o llst of a sun gear attached in place of the fan shaft output coupling.

this would drive three pinions in turn driving three other pinions which
Oftwuive the 'output sun gear. All gears would be spur gears resulting in
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minimum development time. The spur gear design and bearing selection is
well developed, and there would be little risk of unsuspected problems show-
Ing up. This means development time can be quoted with a high degree of
accuracy and confidence.

The individual bearings are sized for their respective loads
and have a calculated B-10 life of 4500 hours. All bearings and gear*
mesh.s are pressure lubricated by oil supplied from the craft to an input
at the front 9f the gearbox. The oil slinger on the output shaft acts as a
c entrifugal pump to raise the oil to a level equal to the main gearbox drain.

Due to the construction of the reversing drive, it must be
a built up on the bottom of the gearbox as opposed to being assembled and

bolted on. This means that there would be a port and a starboard gearbox
built and shipped by SPECO for each craft.

The second method of reversing the fan output is to move the
bevel pinion to the opposite end of its shaft. Although on the surface
this appears to be the simpler solution, it becomes complicated due to the
gear reactions and bearing loads.

The spiral angle of the bevel gear set must be reversed due to
the reverse rotation to maintain an axial separating force on the pinion.
Than the helix angle and web on the helical gear set must be reversed to
counteract the bevel gear reactions. This makes the port helical and spiral
bevel gear sets different from the starboard sets. Spiral bevel gear sets
have a very long development time since it is a cut and try procedure.

'When the spiral bevel pinion is moved, the tapered roller
bearing must be moved along with it. This changes some parts where the
bearing was and all parts at the other end. The main housing must be
changed to accommodate an oil jet to lubricate the spiral bevel mesh. The
cover housing must be completely changed and strengthened to carry the
tapered roller bearing and its loads. The accessory drive gear and the
accessory pads must move out as shown to clear the bearing assembly. The
accessory pads are located on a separate cover that mounts to the cover
housing.

Although moving the bevel pinion requires a longer lead time,
in the long run it will be cheaper and lighter since it does not require
additional parts but only modifications of those that are already in use.

Moving the spiral bevel pinion is higher risk than the spur
gearbox due to the development of the spiral bevel mesh especially since
SPCO does not have a full load/speed test stand.

Conceptually, a surplus power module could be modified,
ancholed, and instrumented for use as a gearbox test sta4,. It might also
double as a test bed for other power module changes discussed elsewhere.
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B. 2.6 Engines

Previously, an engine survey was made to investigate power plants
of up to 10,000 horsepower (Reference 7). A limited exploration of 200 to
400 horsepower engines was conducted for use in auxiliary power units pro-
viding air in the bow portion of the peripheral bag. This survey covered
19 engines in all, some of which were still in development, many were in
use, and some were "quite mature", and out of production. It was fairly
obvious from the previous engine survey that there should be a modest choice
of available engines at whatever future time a commitment to re-engine the
LACV-30 might be made.

A tentative selection in the previous study was the AVCO Lycoming
TF-25 engine rated at 2500 HP continuous. The A-L TF series are all marn-
ized and use the same mounting attachment pattern, such that a choice of
engine model would only depend on power required and price/availability
status.

B.2.7 Lift Fans

B.2.7.1 Counter-Rotating Lift Fans

The reverse rotation of the port lift fan is conceptually
simple but implementation requires further consideration. The machinery
changes for the fan reversal involve repositioning the bevel pinion gear in
the #2 gearbox, a (new) fan impeller with mirror-image blades, and mirror
image volutes in the plenum. Also the volute section in the center aft
buoyancy box was repositioned slightly providing another significant gain
in lift system performance. The aerodynamic design of the reversed BHC
fan is to be retained with only the blades being made in a mirror image.
The main disk and the upper shroud should not require any changes. The
reversed blades and all their attachments to the disk and shroud will require
new tooling and a new assembly fixture. The reversed fan should not require
any structural or performance development testing or any other form of
certification.

The associated changes in the gearbox are discussed in Section
B.2.5.,

The installation of the reversed fan into the port power module
will require new volutes. The removal of the existing volutes can be
accomplished either by cutting the sheetmetal and leaving the attachment
flanges in place thus preserving the watertightness of the flotation boxes,
or by drilling out the flange fasteners and removing the entire volutes and
attachment flanges which will leave the plenum cleaner aerodynamically but
will require plugging and sealing the holes in the buoyancy box. The instal-
lation of the new volute section will require wet-fastener type of assembly
to maintain buoyancy box watertightness. The repositioning of the volute

I , s etion in the center module will be accomplished in a manner similar to the
Vlemn volute.
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The propellers will still rotate in the same direction as
before. Smoke visualization flow studies of air entering the fan inlet
showed no visible swirl such that no change in propeller installed perform-
ance is expected. Fan gyroscopic reactions onto the hull due to hull motions
will now cancel each other.

B.2.7.2 High Performance Lift Fans

This modification 'of the LACV-30 is of major significance in
terms of performance improvement but the physical machinery changes are only
slightly more complicated than the reversed rotation of the existing port fan.
The major emphasis here is, of course, the new impeller design. Some plenum
changes will also be required in the volutes and the depth of the plenum. It
is possible to install the high performance fan(s) with or without the re-
versed rotation fan drive on the port side. Some lift performance loss would
occur for synchronous rotation, but it is estimated that synchronized high-
performance fans would still provide more lift than counter-rotating BHC fans.

Several important aspects of the new fan are its aerodynamic
performance, mechanical design and methods of construction, and the manu-
facturing technology to build it.

Aerodynamic performance analysis methods have advanced to a
sophisticated state via the application of finite difference/finite element
techniques. Most of these analysis results need to be tempered with experi-
mental data to be useful for fan design. Once a given design has been tested,
classical analysis methods are usually sufficient to predict the effects on
performance of small perturbations to the original design. This latter
method has been used for the LACV-30 fan, as discussed below.

The analysis of fan pressure-flow performance is depicted in
Figure B.16 where the various pressure (head) rise and loss components are
defined and plotted as a function of flow. Outside diameter and RPM deter-
mine the ideal maximum pressure. Blade angle and exit area determine the
slope of the "Euler line". The various other losses are functions of the
blade passage proportions, shroud gap, and blade leading edge angle. Con-
straints were set down for RPM (hold constant at 945), diameter (7 ft. max.,
smaller if possible), rated flow (bring fan closer to peak efficiency), and
rated pressure (20% higher pressure to support increased gross weight).

A small computer program was developed to iterate on the fan
design parameters. Increasing the number and trailing-edge angle of the
blades increases the pressure. The width of the fan outlet (height of blades)
and the blade leading edge angle influenc-e the flow rate at peak efficiency.
A photo of the current BHC fan and the high performance fan are shown in
model form in Figure B.17.

Correlating the computer program predictions with the test
results of several existing fans generally similar to the LACV-30 fan, has
indicated that it is possible to obtain this improved performance. The
construction features of a high performance fan will be good aircraft prac-
ties in order to keep weight down within the current 350 lbs. per fan.

Usights higher than this may require strengthening of the pintle and pintle
oupprt structure as well as upgrading the fan impeller bearings. The main
4alsk and upper shroud will be built-up sheetmetal construction, and machined
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parts will be used for the bearing supports and drive coupling connection.
The blades will be either extruded or built-up airfoil section. Protective5f coatings will be applied to the fan blades similar to current practices.

Although not as involved as fan design, efficient diffusion of
the air as it leaves the fan is quite important. The trusses in the power
module encroach on the diffusion process of the current fan. Any reduction
in fan diameter, while still meeting the pressure-flow requirements, will
aid the diffusion in the plenum because the extra space between fan tips and
the trusses will reduce the interference. Since a high performance fan will
have significantly shortened blades, raising the plenum floor to the back
plate of the fan will maintain smooth air flow through the plenum. Reshap-
ing the volutes should also be beneficial because of the different flow angleI out of the new fans. The false plenum floor can be fabricated out of sec-
tions of hollowcore plate with suitable spacers attached to the existing
plenum and the new plate. New volutes will use existing type construction.

All of the above remarks also apply to a new fan for upgrading

to a LACV-45.

B.2.7.3 LACV-45 Lift Fan

The previous discussion included the constraint that fan speed
was fixed at 945 RPM t5% nominal. To be practical, a 45-ton payload LACV
requires new machinery including fans, engine, propeller and gearbox. Since
the gearbox is new (because of increased power, different propeller gearing,
etc.), advantage can be taken of the opportunity to redesign the lift fan
without the RPM constraint. Previous preliminary studies have indicated
that a 5 ft. diameter fan rotating at about 1600 RPM to be the optit.jm
design which meets the LACV-45 pressure and flow requirements. A final
iteration on the design of lift fan would naturally be included in any
future LACV-45 design efforts.

B.3 Weight, Balance and Buoyancy

The Weight and Balance of the LACV-30 has to be kept within pre-
scribed limits for safe and efficient operation. The changes in the center
of gravity location due to the redesigned components presented in this report
are expected to be insignificant.

The new rear seal should weigh the same or slightly less than the
current seal. Reversal of the port lift fan should leave the fan and gear-
box weighing the same as before; the volute for the reversed fan should
weigh less than the current volute because it is smaller. The high perform-
ance lift fans are not expected to weigh significantly more than the current

fans but depend on the manufacturing technology used (fans significantly
heavier than the current fans will require reinforcement of the pintle and
upgrading the fan bearings). Proper diffusers for the high performance lift
fans could add up to several hundred pounds in each power module. The
larger diameter propeller will add only a few pounds due to the longer

.blades; the gear ratio change and reshaping the aft apron under the prop
will be about the same as current weights for these pieces.
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In all, whichever options are used, the net c.g. changes due to
compovut replacement to the LACV-30 will be quite small and trim control
should remain the same as before.

One area which may require additional study and/or analysis is the
poeltioning on deck of the heavier containers and other cargo, allowed by
the vawvhigher payload capability. No problems are anticipated, since the
LACV-30 has a built-in fuel trim system which will be able to account for
mpy e.g. shifts caused by the additional payload.

Marine vehicles are required to have a buoyancy reserve of 100% of
their all-up design weight. In the case of the LACV-30, buoyancy is pro-
vided by air spaces, subdivided by watertight bulkheads. Requirements
stipulate that damage to any one subdivision or rupture will not exceed 20%
of tw total buoyancy provided.

The intact LACV-30 has a maximum design buoyancy of 311,500 lbs. in
lIt water, 303,700 lbs. in fresh water. At a maximum gross weight of
135,000 lbs., this results in reserve buoyancieq of 130% and 124%, respect-
iverly. (Maximn gross weight that meets the 100% reserve requirement is
155,000 lbs.)

In a damaged condition, the loss of buoyancy allowed in the criteria
to 202, or 62,300 lbs. in salt water, 60,740 lbs. in fresh water. In the
moit extreme damaged condition, losses will not exceed 37,791 and 36,845 lbs.
resapectively, Both values are well below the criteria.

'P.
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APPENDIX C

SYSTEM SYNTHESIS

C.1 Approach

Appendix B has been devoted to. defining the various LACV-30 hard-

Ware modifications necessary to improve the lift and propulsion system as
necessary to increase payload without compromising performance. This sec-
tion covers the portion of the study in which the modifications were
assembled into a series of design options to the LACV-30 and analyzed for
performance. Options which were selected included payloads progressively
raised from the 25-30 ton range up to a minimum of 45 tons. Each of the
candidate options were then analyzed, by means of a computer performance
program which predicted LACV-30 speeds for varying gross weight and sea-
state conditions.

C.1.1 Air Cushion Vehicle Performance Computer Program

te oThe evaluation of the various increased payload configurations
In terus of overwater speed and lift system performance has been done using
the Bell Aerospace Textron computer program "ACVPRF". This program is the
latest of several previous program versions, each of which was an expansion
sad/or refinement to suit analysis requirements. Figure C.1 is a block

showing the two main sections for the lift system and the speed
"a.- ysia. Also indicated are the modular data files for vehicle and

em. Inery component definition.

]"Figure C.2 presents a schematic of the LACV-30 lift system for
asy sis of pressures, flows, fan operation, etc. Figue C.3 shows the

i , ¢ee of orrelation achieved with the lift system math model. Actually
di" y one side of the LACV-30 is modelled due to symmetry. Because of the
n-a&pmWasery of the fan plenum volutes, twice the average fan flows and
pover are used. The input data files are defined in Reference C.1 for the
v -i le data, engine, fan, and propeller, respectively.

Maximum craft speed overwater at continuous engine power has

"'be=calculated for ranges of gross weight and sea-state of the variouscou_ igurations,

Correlation of computed and experimental top speeds is shown in
?i..e C,4, where the dotted line indicates a 3-4 mph over prediction of

"p speed.

4annmee C.1 - ACV PerformanceProgram - Input Data Files for the LACV-30
Program. Bell Aerospace Textron Report No. J. Hughes, April
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Fiure C.1 ACV Performance Analysis Computer Program

*Data Input/Change iVehicle Parameters
Environment airsea-
state

Program Controls
Skirt-Cushion Parami

Lift System Analysis:
7 nitial calls Fan Curves:
Areas & Costs 4,~Pressure/flow
Pressure - Flow iteration 71-0 Efficiency
Skirt-Cushion.Characteristics Diam, blade height

Convergence Checks:
Cushion lift - Wleight
Airgap =Input value
Ps/Pc ratio =Input valuePrnLitSse

Results

Engieper hus FapwopEgiee Curves:
Prao TerP Dia Mr

.Ardyai oer CofThrust CoeerCrvs

.Pametum Blade angle
*Cushion Iravemaking
*Skirt. calm water
.Skirt, rough water,
*Long. keel
Skirt, overland Subroutines
Gradient; 0. Pitch Trim WVRICuho

Acceleration, time, distance
vs velocity

rEX 5~5aPrint Speed Analyi
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C .2 DOEfltion of the LACV-30 I? Options

0ption 1I Undified LAcV-30

Throughout the rpo, the unmodified LACV-30 is referred to as
1. W~ere appropriate, values of LACV-30 performance, cost and- cost

ivns are Included In the study, and used as comparison with corres-
SValues obtained for all subsequent options.

Tor the record, the LACV-30 is designed for operating at a siaxi-
S*wmm gross 'weight of'115,000 pounds, and will achieve a performance

4- . that Indicated in Figure C.5. Table C.l summarizes the LACV-30
cIs a variety of standard sea-states, and gross weights varying

355000 lbs. Presently, the LACV-30 is certified to operate at a
pos owlot of 125,000 lbs. (overload). Weights in excess of

~ ~, ., 1. are boyond the design limiits of both the structure and the lift
without modifications, neither reliable nor safe operation can

TAMLIC *1 LACV-30 PERFORMANCE

tebt LO~tSS2 3 4

50.4. 48.1 38.4 27.7 41.9

749.1. 46.7 36.4. 24.2 19.3
47.5 .43.2 33.3 19.8 17.6

40.0 37t7 20.6 17.5 16.5

19.0 18.7 17.5 16.5 15.9

Vrap-Around Stern Seal and Raised Keel

A Wu-arad.aft sloping open-cone bag-finger design for the
boot:e seleted as Option 2 for the LACV-30. When modeled on

a P~feame asshow In Figure C.6 is obtained. The modi-
i~iu tbAm-v tern seal as described in Appendix B, and a

t~4keel to overcome excessive water drag at the heavier
~4**e .I~aof keel drag Is presented in Appendix B. Performance

.1 oe. weight and sea state is given in Table C. 2.

tULZ. C.2 -' PEFRMNCE OF LACV-30 OPTION 2

j Sea State -Lover

0'-12 3 4

5-2.2 49.9 40.3 29.4 23.2

50.5 48.5 38.2 26.2 20.4

69.2 46.8 35.8 21.4 18.1
42.4 31.6 22.4 17.9 16.8

21.8 19.9 18.0 16.8 16.2
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090_0n 3 -Wrap-Around Stern Seal, Raised Keel and 5-1/2 Ft.
Hull Stretch

Option 3 Includes all the modifications of Option 2, plus the
dt ~alfeature of a 5-1/2 ft. stretch of the hull, increasing the on
o s~ lmegth -of the LACV-30 from 75 ft. 5 inches to 80 ft. 11 inches. The

4tpwo the LACV-30 is unaffected.

Tbe purpowe of the hull stretch is to decrease wave drag through
W-e-*W't"6s of bump speed. Rly stretching the craft, cushion pressure is

*ilp '-itbout a car-responding Increase in beam width. This, in effect,
mis drag, wh~ch reaches maimum at hump speed at around 19 mph.

-~zsC.?presntadrag and thrust, versus speed for the 5-1/2 ft. hull
p~tcb.The performance of the unstretched LACV-30 (Option 2) is pre-

'64,t" for caniparison. As can be seen, the speed of the craft is impr~ved
bt several mph through the 15-25 mph range. At higher speeds, the option 3
e~rft Is not as fost. This is attributed to increased surface drag due to
tbe Aftswed. mount of skirt material making contact with the water. Wave

-*t these hither speeds becomes a second-order effect.

Table C.3 contains a listing of the Option 3 speeds as a func-
Sof oe ih and sea-state.

tre weight.

TABLE C.3

Sea-State-Lower

.12 3 4

51649.4 39.9 29.1 23.3
50.1 47.9 37.9 26.7 21.2

4S.6 45.9 35.6 22.8 19.2

42.6 39.9 29.0 19.7 17.9

13135.5 20.8 18.1 17.0
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Figure C.7

LACY-30 Performance
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Option 4 - Counter-Rotating LACV-30 Lift Fans with Wrap-Around
Stern Seal and Raised Keel

As described in Appendix B, an increase of another 5 tons
(payload can be obtained when the lift fans of the LACV-30 are in the
counter-rotating configuration shown in Appendix A. The objective of this
section is to evaluate the LACV-30's performance when the above modifica-
tions are incorporated into the design.

Figure C.8 presents the drag/thrust versus speed curves for
this option. Comparison is made with the LACV-30 unmodified case. As can
be seen, the drags of Option 4 are considerably higher, for both the SS-O
and mod SS-2 cases. In the former, a few miles per hour are lst in the
40-50 mph region, which can ordinarily be tolerated. For the latter case,
4 mph are lost at 18-22 mph. This will have a substantial reduction in the
crafts productivity, as discussed in Appendix D.

Table C.4 presents a listing of speeds (mph) versus gross weight
and sea state, for Option 4.

TABLE C.4 SEA-STATE LOWER

Gross Weight 0 1 2 3 4

pounds

75,000 52.2 49.7 40.2 29.2 23.0

95,000 50.4 48.3 37.9 25.8 20.1

115,000 49.0 46.5 35.4 20.9 17.9

135,000 42.1 39.5 21.9 17.8 16.7

155,000 21.2 19.0 17.8 16.7 16.1
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FIGURE 0.8

LACV-30 OPTION 4 PERFORMANCE AND COMPARISON

U WITH THE UNMODIFIED LACV-30 CRAFT
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Option 5 - Counter-Rotating LACV-30 Lift Fans with Wrap-Around

Stern Seal, Raised Keel and 5-1/2 Ft. Hull Stretch

Option 3 addresses the effects of a hull stretch for the pur-
pose of recovering some of the speed lost on the LACV-30 due to increased
gross weight. Option 5 studies the same effects, when a hull stretch of
5-1/2 ft. is applied to Option 4,

Figure C.9 presents Option 5's performance for the two sea-
states, and makes the comparison with Option 4 and the unmodified LACV-30.
As seen, the 5-1/2 ft. stretch regains 2 of the 4 mph lost by Option 4 for
the aid SS-2 conditions, but loses speed at the higher speed ranges.

Table C.5 presents the listing of Option 5 speeds.

TABLE C.5

Gross Weight Sea State - Lower

pounds 0 1 2 34

75,000 51.7 49.3 39.8 29.0 23.1

95,000 50.0 47.8 37.7 26.4 21.0

115,000 48.6 45.8 35.4 22.6 19.0

135,000 42.2 39.7 28.4 19.4 17.7

155,000 38.0 35.0 20.5 18.0 16.9
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Figure C.9

LACV-30 OPTION 5 PERFORMANCE AND COMPARISON

WITH THE UNMODIFIED LACV-30 CRAFT

I 0 SS-O
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_Optim 6 -Nigh Performance Counter-Rotating Lift Fans with
VrapArond ter Sea an RasedKeel

TbIs option Incorporates the high performance lift fan design
41mms.4 a Appendix 3 Into the LACV-30. Later options will include

Oftat U&r speeds aul large.r diameter propellers, but Option 6 retains the
l rp it fan speeds connected with the 1980 rpm propeller speed. The

~mspemdS4 performmnce curves for lift are given in Figure A.15 of
Apj~mA. A sem, the increase in lift performance appears to be suffi-

s1. to allow the LACV-30 to operate up to 150,000 lbs. gross weight. The
o oeew progre results shown on Figure C .10 indicate that at these
*16u the craft voa4 have difficulty operating above 11l mph in aid
5".' A'stretching of the hull would reduce drag, however, this would
* ~t~ea redesigned structure to withstand the loads (See Section of

*Apps&Kx 5).

An analysis of Option 6 operating at '135,000 lbs. gross weight
was studied. Performance results, predicted from the computer program
ACYPI are given in Figures C.11. In this case, some decrease in drag is
Obta"Ued, however, the conditions are still tenuous for operating in the
a" aid high SS-2 conditions.

Table C-6 presents the speeds predicted for Option 6, operating
*at the 135,000 lbs. gross weight condition.

TABLE C-6

Sea State -Lower

Gross Weight 0 1 2 3 4
Pounds

75,000 51.9 49.5 49.8 28.8 22.7

95,000 50.2 48.0 37.2 25.0 19.4

115,000 48.9 46.3 34.8 19.9 17.6

135,000 41.5 39.0 20.3 17.4 16.5

* 155,000 18.9 18.6 17.4 16.5 15.9
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Figure C.10

LACV-30 PERFOP34ANCE
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*,000
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Fiaure C.11
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I Option 7 - High Performance, Counter-Rotating Lift Fans with
Wrap-Around Stern Seal/Raised Keel 9-1/2 Ft. Diameter
Propellers at 90Z RPM

Option 6 incorporated the high performance lift fans, but, as
seen In the performance runs, it was not possible to develop sufficient
thrust to operate reliably In the 20-30 mph speed regime in mid and upper
W5-2. Option 7 includes the 9-1/2 ft. diameter propellers, coupled with a
reduction in the gear ratios in the transmissions. This allows the pro-
pellers to operate at the same tip speeds as they now operate at, while
simultaneously slowing lift fan speeds (approximately 5Z), thus making
available additional horse-power for increased forward thrust. This effect
is discussed in Appendix B; this section quantifies the performance.

Figure C.12 presents the performance of Option 7 for the two sea-
state conditions: SS-0 and SS- mid two level. The Tmax and Tcruise values

of thrust have been increased about 700 lbs., and as shown, the Option 7
performance is roughly equivalent to the unmodified LACV-30 operating at51 115,000 lbs. gross weight.

Table C.7 presents the matrix of Option 7 speeds at varying
gross weights and sea state.

TABLE C.7

Sea State - Lower

Gross Weight
Pounds 0 1 2 3 4

75,000 54.7 52.0 42.8 31.3 24.9

95,000 52.7 50.4 40.5 28.7 22.1

115,000 51.0 49.0 38.1 23.7 18.9

135,000 47.6 42.5 30.9 18.6 17.2

3 155,000 40.3 38.0 18.6 17.1 16.5

I"
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Figure C. 12
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O21 nio 8- High Performance, Counter-Rotating Lift Fans with
Wrap-Around Stern Seal/Raised Keel 9-1/2 Ft. Diameter
Propellers at 90Z RPM 5-1/2 Ft. Hull Stretch

Option 8 presents all of the best options considered to this
point, rolled into one configuration. Figure C.13 presents the performance,
and Table C.8 the listing of speeds as a function of gross weight and sea-
state.

As seen, the performance of Option 8 is roughly the same as
Option 7, except that 2-3 mph extra speed is realized through the 19-24 mph

"hump speed" region.

3 TABLE C.8

Sea State - Lower

5 Gross Weight
Pounds 0 1 2 3 4

75,000 54.1 51.4 42.3 30.9 24.8

95,000 52.2 49.9 40.1 28.7 22.5

115,000 50.5 48.4 37.9 25.1 20.4

135,000 47.1 42.6 33.3 21.0 18.5

155,000 40.8 38.7 22.4 18.7 17.5

Option 9 - Typical LACV-45

To put the previous increased payload options into perspective,
a typical LACV-45 configuration at 160,000 lbs. was analyzed with the
performance computer program. The various components used were AVCO
Lycoming TF-40 engines, a 5 ft. diameter lift fan, 11.25 ft. diameter pro-
pellers, and the current hull and skirt dimensions.

.1 Figure C.14 shows overwater performance for 3 sea-states and a
power setting corresponding to 3000 Hp per engine. Obviously this massive
infusion of power provides all the speed performance one could possibly

suse for LOTS missions.

1
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-Figure C.13

LACV-30 Performance
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APPENDIX D

SYSTEM COSTS AND EFFECTIVENESS

.1 General Remarks

This portion of the study deals with evaluating costs and cost-
afftivees of the candidate LACV-30 IP concepts identified in Appendix C.
fte lift cycle costs were estimated, using the LACV-30 as a baseline. These

*WtfImstes were constructed from the following:

LACV-30 initial acquisition costs

System and component development costs

Prototype retrofit for qualifying tests

': 'LACV-30 modification costs, assuming a retrofit of 26
LACV-30 craft in the field

'LACV-30 15-year operating and support costs

S.Lhe productivity of each of the LACV-30 IP concepts in the U.S.
A", LOTS Resupply mission was calculated, using a computer model which

N s LAC-30 container selection procedure, distance from container-
O*h to sea state and wind conditions, vehicle speed and container

04-*AduEMloa times. Results in terms of productivity (containers
par!hour) were plotted versus vehicle cost. From these evalua-

ai ,.mt "cost-effective" concepts in terms of productivity to cost
Wre -determined versus payload increase. Table D.1 summarizes the

t .sucepts in terms of LACV-30 payload, ranging from 25-30 tons (present
* ) In steps of 5-ton increments to what was formerly the LACV-45, a

capable of carrying 40-50 tons payload.

M.2 2lats

-ge tary costs for modifying the LACV-30 were estimated, for
.04of the modifications necessary for accomplishing a retrofit of the 26

IA 3. craft which will be operating in the 1986+ time frame. Prices in
11. t"eort are quoted in 1983 dollars and are considered to be within i25%.

Sts W the ot f o the individual development programs have not been
Wiftl ., the prices quoted in this report are approximate. They were gen-
Sfor plamnlng purposes only, and although they are believed to be

_.n t tareted lits, they are not to be construed as a commitment
pirosal in any way for accomplishing the described programs.

'DO-2.1 Sumary Costs of Individual Tasks

Table D.2 presents a sumary of the individual tasks necessary
thing the options discussed in Appepdix C. Not all tasks apply

eptlau, however, Task 2, Gear Box reversal drive is a necessary
vlit. for having counter-rotatinS fans, (Tasks 3 or 4). Likewise

116
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the 9-1/2 ft. diameter propeller requires reducing the RPM of the propeller,
which, in turn, reduces the lift fan speed. This options applies only to
Task 4, the High Performance lift fan, which has the capability of support-
ing the craft at the slower fan speeds.

Costs were estimated for three categories:

(a) Development costs including non-recurring engineering,
manufacturing (including tooling);

(b) Retrofit of a LACV-30 craft for prototype testing, also
non-recurring and

(c) Unit production costs (recurring) for the retrofit of
26 LACV-30 craft, which will be operating in the 1986
and beyond time frame.

Prototype vehicle testing, following retrofit costs, were not
estimated, since this is considered a U.S. Army task. All the necessary
subsystem, and system model and full scale testing as necessary to bring
the modification to the prototyping state are included.

Details of the modification and what must be done to the
LACV-30 are given in Appendix B.

•..2.2 Summary Costs of the Individual Options

Once the individual tasks were identified and priced, it was
then possible to identify the prices associated with the seven different
options described in Appendix C. Table D.3 summarizes the prices, and the
cost of the total program of retrofitting 26 craft. The column at the far
right estimates the differential cost of a future LACV-30 production run,
assuming the listed modifications are incorporated into the LACV-30 produc-
tion line at the factory. It is interesting to note that except for the
5-1/2 ft. stretch of the hull section, the incremental costs are insig-
nificant compared to the estimated $7.14M acquisition cost of the unmodi-
fied LACV-30.

D.2.3 Life Cycle Costs

The life cycle costs of the LACV-30 can be attributed to
several major areas, as follows:

(a) LACV-30 acquisition costs, fielding, spares and training

(b) Annual operating costs

(c) Crew, support and training

(d) Basing

These are discussed in the following paragraphs.
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(a) LACV-30 Acquisition Costs

Additions to life cycle costs of the LACV-30 caused by the

modifications are classified as additions to the acquisition cost. Indi-
vidual contributions to the retrofit of 26 craft have been addressed in

Section D.2.2, summaries of Development, Prototyping and Production includ-
ing retrofit are given in Table D.3. Assuming the present average acquisi-
tion cost of the LACV-30 as $7.41M, and an additional 15% for spares, field-

ing and training, the total cost per LACV-30 for item (a) becomes $8,521,500.
Corresponding increases in price due to the candidate modifications are
given in Table D.4 below.

(b) Annual Operating Costs

The annual operating costs of the LACV-30 are assumed as
$4.7M, which is based on consumption of consummables of spares, contribution

to the overhaul reserve and contractor support. Each of the options have
been examined individually as to their increase (or decrease) on life cycle
costs.

Option 2 - Rear Seal/Keel Changes

Wear of the rear seal is expected to be at the same rate
as the present design. Based on the 417 hours that the U.S. Army projects
in its peacetime use of the LACV-30, the rear seal finger life is expected

to be about one year. Therefore, replacement of stern fingers annually

will be required, with a differential cost of approximately $20,000 per
craft.

Option 3 - Option 2 with 5-1/2 ft. Hull Stretch

The addition of the 5-1/2 ft. hull stretch, will require
some additional maintenance, which is estimated at about 40 man-hours for

inspection, disassembly and assembly of extra structure whenever the
LACV-30 is modularly separated, and miscellaneous costs of painting and
miscellaneous repairs. Because of the size of the LACV-30 company, and

its present availability of manpower, no additional personnel is expected
to be required.

3 Otion 4 - Option 2 + Counter-rotating Fans

This option will have the added costs of Option 2, plus
NM any additional costs of the reversed lift fan, and drive. Maintenance and

servicing will be the same, however, additional spares will be required.
Based on a present reserve of 8 transmissions and 6 spare fans for the
present company of LACV-30, a new reserve of 10 transmissions (5 per side)
and 8 fans (4 per side)will be required. This raises the cost of the
spares by 2 transmissions and 2 fans, or an estimated total of about
$4U0,000 or $33,000 per LACV-30. Over a life of 15 years, this amounts5 to an annual cost of $2,200/craft.
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Option 5 - Option 4 + 5-1/2 ft. Stretch

Additional costs attributed to this option can be
obtained from the previous options, dealing with the same modifications,
but in different combinations.

Option 6 - Option 4 + High Performance Fans

Maintenance, and useful operational life of the high
performance fans are expected to be the same as the present LACV-30 lift
fans, therefore no additions to life cycle costs are expected from these
aspects. Spares may be impacted the same way as discussed under Option 4;
because of slightly higher procurement costs, the $2,200/craft assessment
will increase about 10%, or $2,400/craft.

Option 7 - Option 6 + 9-1/2 Ft. Propellers

The 9-1/2 ft. propellers will be the same (7005-31) as
those the LACV-30 now uses. Since they will be running at the same maximum
tip speed, no increase in costs is anticipated.

Option 8 - Option 7 + 5-1/2 Ft. Hull Stretch

All modifications have been discussed previously.

Table D.5 summarizes the additional costs by Option, attributed
to the proposed modifications to the LACV-30.

TABLE D.5

ADDITIONAL 15 YRS Z INCREASE TOTAL LCC FOR

OPTION ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS ADDITION TO LCC IN LCC OPERATING

2 20,000 300,000 6.3 4.991M

3 20,000 300,00 6.3 4.991M

4 22,200 333,000 7.1 5.024M

5 22,200 333,000 7.1 5.024M

6 22,400 336,000 7.2 5.027M

3 7 22,400 336,000 7.2 5.027M

8 22,400 336,000 7.2 5.027M
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Modifications associated with the Options are not expected to
impact the crew, its training and support (e) or basing (d). Therefore,
these contributions to life cycle costs have not been addressed on an
individual basis.

Table D.6 presents a summary of all the individual contributions
to life cycle costs, and the final increase (in percent of LACV-30 LCC) each
of the options cause.

D.3 Cost Effectiveness

D.3.1 General

Cost effectiveness has been assumed as made up of LACV-30
acquisition cost, the cost of modifications to the LACV-30 necessary to
arrive at each of the seven options described in Appendix C, and each
option's productivity in terms of containers delivered ashore, per hour of
routine lighter operations in the resupply mission.

The 1977 J-LOTS exercises were used as a source of data (Refer-
epce 9) to define the individual steps involved in the LACV-30 lighterage
operation, and to determine cycle times of the individual segments within
this operation. A summary of each of the segments and their associated
times are given in Table D.7, for one and two container payloads.

A computer program was derived, depicting each of the steps
within the lighterage cycle. Container distributions of weights were
obtained, using the sample of peacetime defense cargo given in Reference
D.2. The initial distribution, divided into 9 segments is shown as Figure
D-1 (a). Because the sample is representative of a peacetime defense cargo,
its mean cpntainer weight is low, i.e. 13 tons. Since that projected for
the resupply mission averages about 15 tons, the peacetime distribution was
purposely biased upward by 2.5 tons, which resulted in Figure D.l(b). This
is considered typical of container distributions for normal U.S. Army re-
supply. Other cases are expected to exist, however, in which a preponder-
ance of containers will "weigh out" rather than "volume-out". These might
consist of a large proportion of ammunition and fuel containers, as well as
some mixture of lighter weight containers. To account for this, the dis-
tribution was biased a second time by 2.5 tons, resulting in Figure D.l(c).
These samples were then put into the computer program.

The container loading procedure assumed for the calculations,
is summarized in Table D.8. Normally, the loadmaster at the container dis-
charge facility will have available the ship's manifest and theoretically
will be able to select from a number of containers, to obtain an optimum
pairing of weights to accommodate each individual LACV-30's payload
capacity. In actual operation, it has been assumed that this procedure
will not be implemented with this degree of sophistication. The LACV-30's
will be in a hurry, qua lines must be avoided, and the (lack of) exchange
of information and incumberence from using voice commands at the scene of
operation will work in a manner to degrade the operation. As a compromise,
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r TABLE D.7
TYPICAL LACV-30 TIMELINE

1 CNTR 2 CNTRS
(mlin) (min)

1) Hoor at Ship 1.0 1.0

2) Load Containers 4.0 10.0

3) Leave and Accelerate to Speed 2.9 2.9

4) Transit to Shore VL ViLOD

5) Transit Surf Line 1.0 1.0

6). Position at Crane 2.0 2.0

7) Unload 5.0 6.0

S) Transit Beach and Surf 1.0 1.0

9) Accelerate to Speed 2.0 2.0

10) Travel to Ship60D60D

-L Ladened Speed

Vu - Unladened Speed

DL - Distance from Ship to Shore

12
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Figure D. 1

CONTAINER DISTRIBUTION WEIGHTS
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theeire, a simplified loading procedure was assumed. The first container
vM-ibave been selected and placed on the hook, as the LACV-30 moves aside

butiner discharge facility. It is expected that before the container
igio~edthe loadniaster will comunicate to the LACV-30 's operator, its

waight. and the weight of the next container in line to be loaded. A deci-
*U* Will be made whether to load one or both, depending upon the LACV-30's
psyloe capacity. In the computer model, the containers were assumed 'to

0e4ected randomly, just as they might well be in actual operation in the

Table D.9 presents a summary of LACV-301s ladened or tsnladeped

TABLE D.8

CONTAINER LOADING

PROCEDURE

1) NDOR AT CONrAINERSHIP AND LOAD ONE CONTAINER.

2) VOTE CONTAINER #1 WEIGHT Wi.

X)MOT CONTAINER #2 WEIGHT W2

~ -) DCIDE WHETHR Wi + W,2 ALLOWABLE

(3) V? NOT ALLOWABLE,,REJECT CONTAINER #2 BEFORE IT IS LOADED

6) CAST OFF WITH CONTAINER #1 AND TRANSIT TO SHORE

.5!k) IF CONTAINER #2 IS ALLOWABLE, LOAD IT AND THE DEPART.

D*44' ftoductivity

Tables D, 1, 11 and 12 summarize the results of the computer runs
ho tbe thre container distributions - general cargo, resupply and anmuni-

q~ ei howhev containers. Figure.D.2 through D.6 present plots of
-iArt~tY CVesUs the eight options.
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